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Adam Posen: Good morning everyone and welcome back to the Peterson Institute for 

International Economics. It’s my pleasure to open today's sessions of the third 
symposium on "Ending Too Big to Fail." As I think all of you know, the 
symposium has been a major initiative launch by the Minneapolis Fed to look at 
the current status and outlook for addressing the problems of too big to fail 
banks. 

 
 Much credit to President Neel Kashkari to—I want to make sure I get his title 

right; I know he is—Executive Vice-President Feldman and the team from 
Minneapolis Fed who have been showing both intellectual and communications 
leadership on this front. They've held two previous high-level symposiums on 
the record in Minneapolis, one of which I and my Peterson Institute colleague 
Simon Johnson participated in. Another one I believe you had Ben Bernanke 
speak at. So it’s reasonably high quality. And we hope to continue that level in 
today's discussion. 

 
 But by virtue of the Fed Minneapolis partnering with the Peterson Institute, we 

hope to both bring it more to our Washington audience but also to provide a bit 
more of an international perspective. And I'm very grateful to our many friends, 
distinguished colleagues, in the audience today and participating on the 
program for helping us do that. 

 
 I will not go into great detail about the motivations or the format or anything 

just to say this is a completely on record event. This is being webcast live. We 
are having two panels as it were. The first which would be chaired by Ron 
Feldman and he'll introduce it is focused on very analytical questions of the 
cost-benefit analysis of higher capital requirements for banks. Clearly, there has 
been a lot of progress on that front. Equally clearly, there are people and 
advocates out there, some of whom have appeared at other Fed Minneapolis 
symposiums on this stage who would like to see a lot higher capital. And we're 
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very pleased that our colleague, Bill Cline, Senior Fellow at the Institute will be 
leading off that panel with his own analytical independent work on that topic. 

 
 After allowing the people who are here, in reality rather than virtually, to grab 

lunch from the buffet, we will have a presentation speech of sorts from Neel 
Kashkari. I will introduce him more fully and fulsomely at that time. And then 
comments from our colleague, Bertrand Badré, who’s a Visiting Fellow at the 
Institute now and previously distinguished career in banking both in the World 
Bank and in the private sector and a few cheap shots from me. 

 
 But let me turn you now over to Ron who's worked closely with Bill Cline and I in 

putting this together. And he'll be introducing and hosting the first panel, 
please. Usually to make life easier for people, we just let the individual speakers 
come up. And then after everyone has presented, they can all sit in a row. 

 
Ron Feldman: Well, thank you, Adam. I appreciate the introduction for the effort that we have 

underway with the Minneapolis Fed. And we're very pleased to partner with 
you today and to have you participate in the early symposium as well. 

 
 So this discussion is about the benefits and cost of higher capital as Adam 

already mentioned. And we're going to put in some context. This is the third 
meeting that we have sponsored as part of our end too big to fail initiative. And 
really all of them, all of them, have really focused on capital even if they've been 
nominal about other topics. 

 
 So we've had one session that was specifically with Professor Anat Admati that 

looked at higher capital levels. We had another session as Adam already noted 
that Simon Johnson kicked off about structural change reforms in the banking 
sector. But despite the fact that it was really about breakup the banks, it had a 
strong capital component to it. 

 
 And I think Simon's proposal actually is kicked off by the notion that banks have 

an option. Those aren't well capitalized can go into structural change or they 
can use capital as sort of as a counterpart. So capital was there too. And then 
finally, we've looked at the issue of taxing leverage outside of the banking 
system with the notion that if you have higher capital in the banking system and 
risks move to other institutions, you'd want to somehow protect against risk-
taking not being covered by capital there. Again, something that's really tightly 
linked to what capital looks like in the banking system. 

 
 So it’s natural given that context to provide more details in thinking about 

capital. What levels seem appropriate relative to the benefits and cost that 
different options would present. And we’re extremely fortunate that we have 
three speakers. On one hand that might seem like a relatively narrow topic. On 
the other hand, we have three experts who actually have written pieces 
recently on that exact topic. So we're extremely fortunate that they're going to 
be here today talking about it. 
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 So I'm going to give just a general introduction for the individuals. Their full bios 
are in the materials. I won't quote it, but suffice it to say that they have a deep 
level of expertise on these issues. 

 
 So I think the first is—is Bill going to be the first presenter? So Bill Cline is a 

Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute. He's had a very distinguished career 
before that including at the IIF and other places and has written. I would really 
recommend that anyone who's interested in the topic to look at his working 
paper that came out just several months ago precisely on the economics of 
higher capital requirements and which we'll be reviewing today. 

 
 Then we're going to go to Giovanni Dell'Ariccia from the IMF who also is part of 

a larger group that has written a piece on the benefits and cost of higher capital. 
That's just one of many contributions he's made on issues around banking, 
systemic crisis, banking crisis, and all of the related topics. 

 
 And finally, we have Doug Elliott from Oliver Wyman previously of the Brookings 

Institution and previously of the wide range of institutions who has been 
thinking about capital coming out of the crisis and how we should be thinking 
about what level of capital would be appropriate. And again, has written pieces 
when he was at Brookings and other places walking through cost of capital and 
how we should be thinking about the benefits and cost. 

 
 So each member of the panels is going to be speaking for a roughly 15 to 20 

minutes. And then we'll reserve the rest of the time for Q&A. And with that, I'll 
turn it over to Bill. 

 
William Cline: Thank you very much, Ron and Adam. It’s a pleasure to participate in this 

symposium. And my presentation will be based on two working papers that 
were handed out. The first is a test of the Modigliani-Miller theorem for banks. 
This theorem states that capital structure debt versus equity has no influence on 
the average cost of capital. Even the debt is cheaper and equity is more 
expensive. 

 
 The reason is that investors will reward a firm by charging the lower unit equity 

cost if the firm reduces its risk by reducing the ratio of debt to equity. Some 
academics and particularly Anat Admati and Martin Hellwig have relied heavily 
on the Modigliani-Miller theorem to argue that far higher capital requirements, 
equity requirements would not be costly to banks or the economy. So it’s 
important to test whether this theorem holds. 

 
 Now one reason to think otherwise is that banks are inherently more debt 

oriented. Half of their activity or more is debt. It’s deposits. So they're locked in 
to higher debt than say automobiles. A key to examining the overall cost of 
higher capital requirements to the economy is first to estimate the so-called 
Modigliani-Miller offset. What fraction of the direct increase in higher unit cost 
when you shift to more equity is offset by the reduction in the unit cost of 
equity thanks to lower risk? 
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 Now my second paper uses some of the M&M offset as a key input into the 

calculation of the optimal level for capital requirements for banks. This 
calculation requires or examines the benefits stemming from lower probability 
of banking crisis in comparison to the cost from a higher cost of capital, the 
resulting lower formation of capital stock, and consequently a lower long-term 
level of economic output. 

 
 Let me state the principal findings upfront. Fist, only about 45 percent of the 

Modigliani-Miller offset attains in practice. Second, each percentage point 
increase in capital required relative to total assets imposes a reduction of 0.15 
percentage points in the long run level of GDP. Third, a banking crisis imposes 
damage equal to about two-thirds of one year's GDP in present value terms 
including longer-term effects. Fourth, the optimal level for tangible common 
equity is 7 to 8 percent of total assets corresponding to 12 to 14 percent of risk-
weighted assets. Fifth, correspondingly, the optimal capital ratio was about one-
third larger than the targets set in Basel III. That is for globally systemically 
important banks the minimum tangible common equity under Basel III is 9.5 
percent of risk-weighted assets. 

 
 Starting with Modigliani-Miller, their 1958 article states that the unit equity cost 

equals a sectoral capitalization rate, ROE, if there is zero debt. As debt rises 
relative to equity, the unit cost of equity rises by the product of the debt equity 
ratio and the excessive ROE over the interest rate on debt. 

 
 This equation can be estimated directly. My first test for large US banks uses the 

earnings yield or the inverse of the price earnings ratio as the measure of cost of 
equity and finds the right sign, although a low coefficient and a not quite 
significant result. My second measure of cost of equity capital, the ratio of net 
earnings, so book value of equity does show a significant coefficient on debt to 
equity leverage and a larger coefficient. 

 
 When I translate the average for the two coefficients two models into the 

effective Modigliani-Miller offset, I can conclude that this offset is 45 percent. 
So, a slightly less than half of the potential extra capital cost from higher equity 
is neutralized by a lower unit cost of equity. 

 
 Cost-benefit analysis of higher capital requirements then begins with a 

quantification of the typical damage caused by banking crisis. This figure shows 
the path of actual outcomes through time, T1, and an assumed continued 
trajectory thereafter. A large estimate of damage would be based on projecting 
growth from the peak of output before the crisis into the indefinite future. But 
typically that peak will have been above potential output. So, one should make 
the projection from the potential output before the crisis. 

 
 But what would have happened to the capital stock that would have been built 

up if things have gone along as normal? Well, it doesn’t have infinite life. It will 
depreciate. So at the end of my 15-year horizon, I eliminate the ongoing 
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benefits or the ongoing losses so that the total cost of damage is A plus B. This 
amounts in my calculations to -- in present value terms, 64 percent of one year's 
base GDP. 

 
 I estimate that the annual frequency of the banking crisis for industrial countries 

in the past 40 years has been 2.6 percent. So the annual expected cost from a 
banking crisis in an industrial country is 1.7 percent of GDP. That's a product of 
the 64 percent of the 2.6 percent. 

 
 Next, one needs to calculate the benefits curve showing how higher capital 

reduces expected damages. The base damage in this equation would be 1.7 
percent of the 2.6 x 0.64. The probability of the crisis declines as the capital 
ratio K -- and I'm using ratio to total assets -- rises. It’s got about a negative 
cubic relationship. It climbs very rapidly. The benefit is the change in the 
probability as you have more capital multiplied by the damage in the base case. 
And the marginal benefit simply follows from that relationship. 

 
 Now, I estimate this probability curve from the 2010 report of Basel Committee 

which had estimates based on many cross-country studies as well as sort of 
portfolio banking models. Now, their base probability is higher. They say that 
the risk in any given year is 4.6 percent. I think that's because they concentrate 
on a too narrow period. In recent years, obviously there was an outbreak in a 
massive number of banking crisis. I used 2.6 percent so I make that change. But, 
otherwise, I keep the curvature in their response of a banking crisis to 
capitalization of the banks. 

 
 Now, this curvature is steep. It shows, for example, the drop of about 3 percent 

in the probability of crisis when you go from 7 to 10 percent risk-weighted 
assets for capital, but a drop of only 0.4 percent when the ratio goes from 12 to 
15 percent. I also show in this table the relationship against the capital to total 
assets ratio, which is smaller because total assets are considerably larger. About 
75 percent larger than risk-weighted assets. 

 
 So this is the resulting benefits curve for additional capital. It starts out steep 

where the curve flattens to a plateau of about 1.6 percent of GDP once capital 
reaches about 9 percent of total assets. 

 
 The next step then is to evaluate how costly additional capital to the banks 

would be to the economy. The average cost of capital to the banks which is 
going to determine what they will lend out depends on the cost of equity, the 
ROE, the interest rate or the capital ratio, K, and the Modigliani-Miller offset mu 
(μ). 

 
 I assume that there is some spillover when banks have to charge more for loans. 

Non-banks are going to crank up their interest rates too. So I assume some 
spillover to financing by non-banks. The US about one-third of financing to 
corporate is from banks, about one-third is from non-banks, and about one-
third is from internal funds. And that's the W the weighted-average cost of 
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capital to firms in the economy is going to reflect the sourcing. So then get the 
proportionate change in the average cost of capital to firms in the economy. 

 
 Now, at this point, I decided to use the aggregate production function approach 

used by Miles, Yang, and Marcheggiano. In this approach, the cost of higher 
capital expressed as a proportionate reduction in output depends on the 
proportionate increase in the cost of capital, which is the V, the responsiveness 
or so-called elasticity of output with respect to capital which is the alpha (α) and 
the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in producing goods, 
which is the sigma (δ). 

 
 For example, if the initial average cost of capital of the firms is 10 percent. And if 

this cost rises by 1 percent each point through 11 percent, then with the capital 
share of one-third and a substitution elasticity of 0.5, total output would decline 
by 2.5 percent. 

 
 You can calculate the marginal cost of additional capital by applying the chain of 

derivatives from the output impact to the price of capital to the cost of bank 
lending. This change turns out to constitute a series of constants. So what we 
have is that there is a constant marginal cost to the economy of higher bank 
capital requirements. That means that the cost curve is a straight line sloping 
upward. 

 
 You can then confront the benefits curve against the cost curve and identify the 

level of capital where the slopes are identical. This will be the optimal capital 
ratio for the economy. In my base case, the optimal ratio turns out to be a 
tangible common equity at 6.7 percent of total assets or 12 percent of risk-
weighted assets. 

 
 I do a sensitivity analysis to calculate the optimal ratio using three alternative 

values for each of 70 parameters, which results in about 2200 combinations. For 
example, I set the damage from a banking crisis as low as 30 percent of GDP and 
as high as 100 percent and with the Modigliani-Miller offset as low as 35 
percent and as high as 60 percent. 

 
 This is the histogram that results from this exercise. And you can see that the 

median is 6.9 percent. The range is concentrated in about 6 to 9 percent of total 
assets. The 75th percentile is 7.9 percent. So my conclusion is that the optimal 
capital ratio is 7 to 8 percent of total assets and that corresponds to 12 to 14 
percent of risk-weighted assets using the average for Euro Area and US banks. 

 
 Now, it turns out that my results are consistent with the median of the leading 

models. Some of these models are what I call heuristic or sea wall, sea wall have 
to be able to protect you from the storm. Some are dynamic stochastic general 
equilibrium models. Most of them are calibrated optimization models similar to 
my approach. 
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 If you look at that, you'll note that the Admati-Hellwig entry is very much an 
outlier. Also, my numbers on this chart corresponds to tangible common equity. 
So my range of 9 to 17 percent that I attribute to the IMF study that Giovanni 
will talk about corresponds to 15 to 23 percent for the broader concept of 
capital including Tier 2 that they're talking about. 

 
 To recapitulate, my basic conclusion is that Basel III did not go far enough in 

setting capital requirements. However, the optimal ratio would be only about 
one-third higher than the Basel III target instead of several times as high as 
some of the most extreme estimates would suggest. Finally, Basel III includes 
total loss-absorbing capacity for the largest banks of 18 percent of risk-weighted 
assets. This includes contingent convertible debt and eligible subordinated debt. 
And it approximately doubles the tangible common equity requirement. 

 
 Now there's a substantial literature that argues that the large banks take 

excessive risk because of the too big to fail subsidy. So I've done an unpublished 
note on this to test that. And it turns out that the left half of this graph is—if you 
imagine a bottom line here it’s got the logarithm of assets and— 

 
 This place is always interested in [inaudible 0:24:43]. Basically the bottom line is 

that banks over 100 billion did not experience a larger proportionate drop in 
their net come relative to assets in the natural experiment of the Great 
Recession than did banks under 100 billion. 

 
 Now that still raises at least a question. Maybe TLAC is just fine. I said 12 to 14 

percent optimal capital ratio on the risk-weighted basis. TLAC, hey, the big guys 
have to have 18 percent. We're home free. But I think the TLAC is a poor 
substitute for equity. It has panic dynamics as we saw just in the beginning of 
this year in Europe. And conceptually, it requires what amounts to bankruptcy 
proceedings for subordinated debt in order to mobilize it. Well, we want to 
avoid bankruptcy of banks. That's what causes panics in the first place. So it 
does seem to me that one wants to be cautious about how comfortable one is 
that the TLAC makes up for the equity requirement. 

 
 Now a further nuance is that US banks already hold something close to the end 

of my optimal range because they like to have a little cushion, something extra 
in the larder. So they're doing it on a voluntary basis. Well, this behavioral 
cushion might not be reliable and I would suggest that prudence would favor 
making the target higher my optimal range rather than living at that last mile on 
a voluntary basis. Thank you. 

 
Giovanni Dell'Ariccia: Good morning, everybody, and thanks for the invitation. Let me start with the 

bureaucratic caveats. This is work I co-authored with Luc, Jihad, Lev, and Hui 
Tong. Luc is now at ECB. And the usual disclaimer is applied. And on top of the 
one above the IMF here, I want to add one about the ECB. So these are our 
views. They are not necessarily reflecting the views of our institutions. 
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 So I'm going to talk about very quickly two exercises that we did. And borrowing 
from Bill, these are sea wall frameworks. So we ask the question. If we look at 
past banking crisis, how much capital it would have taken for banks (A) to 
absorb all losses through capitals. So avoiding imposing losses on creditors and 
(B) how much capital it would have taken to avoid the public recapitalizations. 
So let me give you the summary and then we'll get into the details of how the 
sausage is made. 

 
 So the summary is that we find that capital between 15 and 23 percent or risk-

weighted assets would have avoided the large majority of these crises when you 
define crisis as imposing losses on creditors or the need for bank recaps. In 
particular, I think, for OECD countries, they would have avoided about 80 
percent of these episodes. 

 
 Not only that, but we find that there is quite a sharp discontinuity around that 

level. And so capital higher than this in OECD countries would have only 
marginal benefits. The losses are much larger in emerging markets and low-
income countries. This is not a surprise. These countries have less well-
developed institutions for recouping non-performing loans. Banks tend to have 
less diversified portfolios. And they are subject to much larger macroeconomic 
shocks in general. So it's not surprising that the losses are larger. 

 
 One compensating factor here is that they also tend to have much smaller 

banking systems relative to GDP. So that even if you have capitalizations that do 
not complete the cover the losses in crises, you still do not have very large 
needs in terms of fiscal support relative to GDP just because the banking 
systems are much smaller. 

 
 The final point and this is primarily from an examination of the existing 

empirical evidence rather than our own original work is that the cost of 
transitioning to higher capital standards are by, in order of magnitude, larger 
than the cost that these capital standards impose on society in steady state. And 
from this point of view, the obvious recommendation is to have a gradual 
tightening. At the same time, one is to recognize that these are different from 
cars and emission standards. And markets may jump and impose themselves to 
higher standards immediately after they are announced. This is less likely in 
tranquil times. This is more likely in the stress times. But it’s something to be 
cognizant of. 

 
 So this is a chart where we plot the NPL ratio in past banking crises. The lines in 

red are OECD economies. The ones in blue are non-OECD. You see there is 
clearly an asymmetry in emerging markets having much larger NPLs. And let me 
now restrict the picture to OECD countries. 

 
 And here you see that with a very few exceptions in which crises were truly 

disastrous events, the level of NPLs is pretty much, in most cases, below 20 
percent. It’s actually below 18. And this is where we start our first exercise. And 
so I don’t know if you can read the table. But let's start with the first column and 
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we say start from NPLs at 18 percent and impose a loss given default on these 
loans between 50 and 75 percent, which are the data that we actually find in 
most advanced economies. Probably 75 is a better number for a systemic crisis; 
50 percent is what had been typically in tranquil times. 

 
 That gives you losses of about 13.5 percent. And we say, well, let's say that 

these banks have about 1.5 percent in provisioning that can absorb some of 
these losses [inaudible 0:31:58]. Then you have long lost this net of provision of 
about 12. We add the margin of safety of 1 percent. Actually, we play with this 
parameter as well between 1 and 3 just to say if we are getting something 
wrong with the calibrations we have a margin. And we get with the capital asset 
ratio non-weighted of about 13, in this case, with a 75 percent loss given 
default. Then if you want to convert it into risk-weighted asset numbers, you 
need to do something similar to what Bill just did. And depending on whether 
you take European or US numbers, you multiply between 1.75 and 2.5. 

 
 And here at the bottom of this [inaudible 0:32:41] you get with our upper range 

of about 23 percent of risk-weighted asset. As you see, this is like a brutal 
exercise. There is no general equilibrium although we are not taking into 
account bank behavior. We are not looking at the cost of a crisis. We are not 
looking at the cost of equity. We are just saying in past crisis if I take all the 
numbers and I crunch them down how much it would have taken not to impose 
losses on creditors. And depending on how you play with these parameters, you 
get to a picture like this. 

 
 So the blue line is as the loss given default of 50 percent, the red line as the loss 

given default of 75. And you see on the horizontal axis is the risk-weighted 
capital ratio in percent and on the vertical one is the proportion of past banking 
crisis in which with a theoretical capital of this level we would have avoided 
losses imposed on creditors. 

 
 And you see that the benefits are pretty evident at the beginning. So when you 

move from zero and you start going up and there seems—I don’t know if I have 
a point. There's something very wrong. Okay. 

 
 And you can see that around the 20 percent line actually depending on the two 

lines, you see they're at 15, 16, 22, or 23. You seem to have a discontinuity and 
this is for OECD countries. And the main reason is that we only had four or five 
banking crises with NPLs much higher than 18. So once you get above the level, 
you stop reducing the frequency of crisis in which you impose losses on 
creditors. 

 
 So, of course, there are a number of parameters that you can change around 

this and also a number of -- there is a significant uncertainty about some of the 
data. One important thing with this exercise is that we have data on NPLs. We 
do not have data on losses on the security banks for the vast majority of this 
crisis. 
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 Now, it’s reassuring that at least in the most recent one for which we have data, 
the losses were comparable. So we don’t think we are that far. We are, I guess, 
in the same ballpark, but it’s something to be kept in mind. There is bank 
[inaudible 0:35:10]. I'll touch on that in a second. 

 
 And going back to the comparison of emerging markets and advanced 

economies, as I said, losses are much larger in emerging markets. In the paper, 
there is a chart, which is the brother of the one I just showed you for emerging 
markets. You see that everything has shifted up. But here I'm plotting losses in 
percent of GDP across crisis in countries rather than in percent of bank assets. 
And you see that when you do it this way, the blue and red are essentially mixed 
together. There isn’t that much of an asymmetry once you take into account the 
size of the markets. 

 
 Another point about emerging markets that is sort of a little bit obvious, but still 

we're stressing is that in these countries probably the first order of business 
together with increasing capital ratios is to improve the institutions and the 
procedures to recoup losses in banks. So if you improve property rights and 
bankruptcy procedures and the ability of banks to seize assets probably you 
would bring losses much closer to those of advanced economies. So there has to 
be an effort on both fronts; increasing capital, but also improving institutions. 

 
 Now, the second exercise that we do starts from very, very different [inaudible 

0:36:45]. Yet we luckily get a very similar result. And here essentially we plot the 
public injection of capital into banks in recent banking crisis for which we had 
data and we make the following assumption. 

 
 We assume that the authorities knew exactly what they were doing when they 

did this. And they brought banks to a level of capitalization that is where you 
would want them to be. So expose the level of capital is what you want it to be. 
And the question is what would have been the capital [inaudible 0:37:19] 
sufficient to keep them there through the crisis without the need of public 
recaps. 

 
 And when you do that, you find a picture pretty much like the previous one. It’s 

a little bit lower. So here there the discontinuity is around 17 percent of risk-
weighted assets. But basically, with that level you would have avoided about 70 
percent of recaps in advanced economies. 

 
 So finally before I get to the cost of capital, this is a picture of US and European 

banks for this exercise at the bank level. So these are recaps at the individual 
bank level because we were concerned that essentially by looking at the picture 
at the country level would mask substantial heterogeneity so strong banks 
versus weak banks. And there is definitely a fair amount of debt. But if you look 
at our range of 15 to 23 percent risk-weighted assets that we are considering, at 
23 percent you really would have covered basically every single bank, I think, 
with the exception of one. 
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 Now so far as I said, this has been a sea wall framework. So I haven't been 
talking about optimality in any way. So we are just saying if you want to look at 
the past and use it as a measure and then say how many crisis you would have 
avoided with these numbers. This is the kind of framework that you want to 
have. 

 
 Now, of course, this says nothing about (A) the cost of capital or (B) the cost of a 

crisis and how you put the entire sausage together and decide where you want 
to be. And this was a conscious strategic decision on our part because I think 
there was already enough degrees of freedom in what we have done. And we 
wanted to have an exercise that is as transparent as possible. 

 
 Now that said, we look at the cost of capital not directly like Bill did, but we look 

at essentially a meta study of the literature. And I think there are two 
observations. You can divide the literature in two branches. There is one that 
tries with very large models a general equilibrium approach to estimate in the 
long-term cost of having higher capital in banks. 

 
 This literature is admittedly not particularly well identified from an empirical 

point of view and finds very, very small numbers. So I think their numbers are 
smaller in general than what Bill just presented. According to those numbers, 
Admati and Hellwig is not that out there. You may want to have capital 
requirements in the 30 percent level if you believe those numbers. 

 
 Now then there is another branch of the literature that focuses on shocks to 

individual banks. This is a very well-identified approach in which, for example, is 
the Charlie Calomiris papers using FSA data from the UK where you look at how 
a bank reacts to a temporary imposition of higher capital standards by the 
regulator. You get enormous numbers there. You get a reduction in credit of 
about, I think, 5 to 7 percent for every percentage points of extra capital. Now, 
these are enormous numbers. And by those standards, we should go to zero. 
And we would stimulate growth enormously if we just could capital the level. 

 
 Now, of course, in this case the problem is that these are idiosyncratic shocks, 

which are very different from a systemic increase forever to higher capital 
standards. They are imposed on individual banks typically because the bank has 
misbehaved one way or another. And they are temporary. And so the bank, of 
course, will tend to adapt on the asset side rather on the liability side. 

 
 So when you put these two things together and this is one of the reasons we 

were a little bit skeptical of reaching a level of optimal capital requirement and 
we chose to go to the sea wall approach. You get probably through this in the 
middle. But I want to leave you with one picture and these are the Tier 1 capital 
ratios, intermediation margins, and the domestic bank credit to GDP ratios in 
Europe and in the US; in blue in 2004, in red in 2014. 

 
 So you see that one of the by-products of the global financial crisis was through 

regulatory pressure and market pressure with very sharp increase in bank 
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capitalization. And if you believe that to some extent there was some degree of 
massaging the numbers and there still is, but I think we would agree that there 
was more massaging before the crisis than there is now. The increase is even 
bigger. The real increase is even bigger than what is depicted in these pictures. 
But we don’t see a massive increase in intermediation margins. And we don’t 
see a massive decrease in credit to GDP ratios. 

 
 So to some extent, this points to the fact that the costs in steady state are not 

that large. Now whether there is a discontinuity somewhere and if we ask them 
to increase another 5 or 10 percentage points, we hit the discontinuity and the 
costs become much more significant. It’s a different question. 

 
 And another fair point about comparing these two pictures is that what is the 

counterfactual? Where would credit be if capital ratios were still what they 
were in 2004, in particular, given the exceptional circumstances on the 
monetary policy front? And it may be that with more normal conditions than 
the capitalization would matter more. And I'll leave it there. Thank you. 

 
Douglas Elliott: Hello everyone. I'm Doug Elliott and thank you for the opportunity to talk today. 

As was mentioned, I'm with the management consulting firm of Oliver Wyman. I 
think I was included with the idea that I would take a more industry friendly 
point of view, and I probably will to some extent. But I do want to stress that 
Oliver Wyman actually does quite a lot of work for regulators particularly in 
Europe. It's publicly known we've done a huge amount for the banking union 
particularly the European Central Bank. 

 
 So I don’t want you to think that I'm speaking purely as someone who has a 

monetary interest in talking down capital levels. Also some of the work I'll be 
working referring to is my own when I was doing work with the IMF. So I'll take 
a little bit different viewpoint here. But some of this is quite consistent with 
what Bill and even Giovanni have said. 

 
 The very short version here is that capital and liquidity are scarce and expensive 

resources for a bank. And therefore, the allocation and pricing mechanisms for 
them have a large effect on what banks do. If you look at the literature on bank 
regulation, it actually predicts what I would describe -- contrary to Giovanni -- as 
fairly significant increases in bank funding cost from Basel III. And there may 
well be more as Basel III is finished because there are a number of work streams 
still going. And there'd be some at least partial pass-through to borrowers from 
us. 

 
 One thing I've been arguing for a while is it's important to think about banks and 

securities dealers as internal markets. Often, we picture them instead as some 
sort of a Soviet central planning-type organizations. And you get somewhat 
different conclusions if you look inside that box. And I'll try to talk about that a 
bit. I do think it's helpful to look at them as these internal markets. 
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 It's also important to recognize as was probably implicit in the first two 
discussions that regulatory requirements have become the binding constraints 
for banks in terms of capital levels which indirectly determines business models 
and much of the specific behavior of banks. 

 
 I'm not going to go heavily into these because Bill talked about it a fair amount. 

But since there are people out there effectively arguing that capital is at some 
social level three, I do think it’s important to note there are good reasons why 
Modigliani-Miller does not fully work. That there's not 100 percent offset 
because Modigliani-Miller has a set of assumptions about the world as most 
economic models do. And these assumptions we know to be violated in reality 
to significant extents. Tax preference for debt is one of those. There's also 
higher direct and even more importantly higher indirect issuance cost for 
equity. I can come back to these later if you want. 

 
 I guess one thing I'd highlight because it doesn’t always get that much attention 

is that Modigliani-Miller effectively assumes that markets operate such that 
there is a direct 100 percent trade-off between risk and return. And we know 
that to be false. I do not think there is a single study that has plausibly shown 
that there's a 100 percent offset. There's something less. And there is a long 
literature including from Nobel Prize winners suggesting that, in fact, there's a 
significant problem with that model of the world. Now, I don’t want to overstate 
that because I believe directionally, as with Modigliani-Miller, it's true. But you 
have to remember Modigliani-Miller assumes effectively a 100 percent 
correspondence. 

 
 As a result of these various points as Bill has talked about, most analysts find 

that the offset is somewhere between 25 and 75 percent. So the 45 percent is 
certainly well within that range. And I'd like to emphasize that when I go 
through and quantify what the likely impacts are, they may seem small to you, 
but they're large actually in terms of the profit margins of the banks. And 
therefore, their ability to compete against other players so to the extent that 
there are so-called shadow banks that can do similar activity without being 
forced to hold much higher capital there's a severe competition problem that 
can develop. 

 
 Now, one of the things we're handicapped with is there are—simply because it’s 

very hard to do—very few empirical studies that look at historical changes in 
capital requirements and what the resulting impacts on funding cost were. But I 
would stress that the five or four I have here and I think there's one or two 
others I don’t have listed, they've all shown that there is an increase in the 
weighted average cost of capital as a result of being forced to go to higher 
capital levels. So the evidence certainly is not there for 100 percent pass-
through nor as I said given the assumptions that would be required for that to 
happen one wouldn't expect the 100 percent pass-through. 

 
 All right, now I've got a complicated chart here and I apologize for that. But you 

either have these charts already or they can be made available to you. They are 
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out of a paper that we will be putting out, I think, in the month of July. So I 
apologize that not all the details is here. But as a way of giving you a sense of 
what Basel III not counting the additional work streams which will add still more 
capital requirements what Basel III may well do. 

 
 We took for the US it looks like it’s ten or dozen studies there out there, most of 

them from official institutions including my personal favorite, Elliott, Salloy, and 
Santos that I co-authored working with the IMF. And if you take these studies, 
their estimates of the gross impact on funding costs for banks, some of these 
studies then netted out some offsets. Others didn’t. So for comparability, I'm 
showing you the gross here. But since there are offsets, the net would be at 
least somewhat smaller. 

 
 If you took these and then you look at the change in capital held by banks from 

where we were at the end of 2011, which we felt to be sufficient time for 
market forces to have pushed capital levels to where they felt they had to be. 
Use that a baseline because I should just underline. It’s really important when 
you look at regulation to decide what baseline you’re going to use. 

 
 It’s not fair to go all the way back and compare it to the old requirements 

because everybody knew they were too low in terms of what a bank should 
actually hold. So, very few banks held anything close to the minimums at the 
time. 

 
 What we'd really like to know I submit is what would the market forces have 

caused banks to hold absent a change in regulation. So we've tried to capture 
that here. And then taking that change in equity as a base, we then multiplied 
each of these studies. Most of these studies provided the estimate for 1 percent 
each point change in capital requirements. So we multiplied those by the 
change in percentage points. And this gives you at least a rough idea of what 
these would suggest that Basel III is doing again without the remaining work 
streams. 

 
 So for the US, let's see. I don’t actually remember what the median is. But you 

can see it’s in the range of 70-80 basis points. And we've plotted here a line 
representing the pre-tax return on assets that banks have had in US in recent 
years. If you go back further, a longer historical average is about 100 basis 
points rather than 125 or 130 that it's been more recently. 

 
 So this is just to say you can look at this and decide these are small numbers. 

But these changes are actually quite large in relation to the operating margins 
that the banks have and therefore should be expected to have some significant 
effects. These are also, of course, aggregate numbers. Something I'll come back 
to later is that different types of business are affected to a much greater or 
lesser extent. And so there are distributional impacts in terms of that. 

 
 Then I show the figures for Europe as well. The way we've calculated them is 

they're a bit lower. On the other hand, the pre-tax return on assets is quite 
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substantially lower. It also was historically too. So, again, you're talking about 
something in the general range or in the case of Europe probably over the 
return on assets. 

 
 Okay. Well, how does this all translate into bank behavior? The easiest way to 

think about it is almost all banks certainly all sophisticated ones have loan 
pricing formulas. So they basically require if you want to make a loan you go to 
your credit committee. And you have to show them that you're charging enough 
to cover your expected losses, your expenses, and also the cost of capital. And 
the cost of capital is significant enough in the case of loans that it matters how 
you decide how much capital to allocate to this. And, by the way, other services, 
trading activities, et cetera do an analogous thing. It’s just easiest to understand 
with lending. And increasingly, liquidity costs are being folded into this as well. 

 
 Now, there are actually quite a number of ways you could decide how much 

capital to use. So for some banks, they are using the single most binding 
constraint that they have at the time. And that's generally what academics 
would assume that a bank would do. And that could be risk weights either 
version either the advanced or the standardized version. It could be leverage 
ratio. It could be backing out what a stress test would effectively give you as risk 
weights. 

 
 But for many banks, they don’t know what the most binding constraint would 

be over the life of the loan or the activity that's taking place. And therefore, 
they feel they need to have a blended approach so that they won't have to 
make a radical shift in business if the constraint that's most binding changes. 

 
 Goldman Sachs has indicated publicly that they use a weighting of five factors; 

two versions of risk weights, two versions of the US stress tests, and the 
supplementary leverage ratio. There are other approaches you could take too. 
And I should stress these internal mechanisms are in a state of flux. 

 
 Now, a point I'd like to stress is that for very good reasons, regulators have 

moved to the point where the capital requirements they've put in place are 
significantly higher than banks would arrive at on their own or that rating 
agencies would arrive at on their own or that funders would arrive at on their 
own. It’s basically because there's been a sensible decision to force banks to 
internalize the economic externalities of financial crisis, much like we either 
charge for pollution or in that case you can sometimes outlaw it completely. But 
the idea is there's effectively a Pigovian tax here in the form of a capital 
requirement. 

 
 But once you've reached the point that capital requirements imposed by 

regulators are significantly greater than anyone else would impose on them 
including their internal models; then you've reached a situation where the exact 
form of those regulations will seriously affect the decisions that are made. 
Which types of loans would be done, how much would be charged, what other 
types of activities would be done. 
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 Now, I stress this because there is a minority of the policy community that 

argues against this point and effectively says we'd like you have the total 
amount of capital and liquidity based on our requirements. But we'd like you to 
make your internal decisions as if those weren't there. You should use your own 
way of calculating the risk like an economic capital model. 

 
 I can tell you that's not how banks are going to operate and most of them don’t 

operate that way now. When you have a scarce and expensive resource and the 
regulators are deciding how much you need of those, you will allocate that 
internally, which means we just need to be careful about how it all comes 
together and what the implications are, what the incentives are from that. 

 
 How much time do I have left, by the way? I'm not sure if I'm taking too much or 

not. All right. Thank you. All right. Since this is a policy audience, I do want to 
talk a little bit about how to improve impact analysis that is the cost-benefit 
analysis here. 

 
 I argue that it would be very useful to take a micro approach that looks at how 

these banks operate. And that requires detailed modeling of the internal 
workings of these banks. A frustration I have as a non-economist is economists 
are really good at studying markets. Yet these are important markets that I've 
seen almost no study on, so I would encourage those of you in the economics 
profession to look and to see if some of the tools that work so well with external 
markets could be applied here. 

 
 I think in part this is going to require some management science in terms of 

examining how firms actually operate and the organizational behavior issues 
that are involved in that. And some of those is going to be pragmatic fact 
gathering, surveys, interviews with senior managers, and junior managers since 
they do a lot of the actual decision-making. And without these things, I think it’s 
difficult to know the full implications. 

 
 But I do, on the next page, have a few initial conclusions that I came to that are 

fairly clear just from taking this overall approach. One is that ironically even 
though most regulators seem to want to move away from universal banking I 
don’t feel that particularly strongly, but many regulators do. We've got a system 
with multiple constraints of capital and liquidity that interact in complex ways 
that actually encourage universal banking. 

 
 So if you think about it, if you were to take a Morgan Stanley or a Goldman 

Sachs and break them up between their trading, their market's activities, and 
their lending activities, each of them would have to shrink because they'd each 
be bound -- each piece would find their most binding constraint more binding; 
risk-weighted assets on one side, leverage on the other. Whereas when you 
keep them combined in one entity, you are able to essentially one unit can kind 
of borrow some of the excess regulatory capacity from the other. 
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 I also think that the difficulty of modifying these internal allocation approaches 
is that of knowing what the right thing to do is. Particularly with all of the 
regulatory uncertainty is one reason there's been a level of delayed reaction in 
terms of the total effects of the capital and liquidity changes playing through 
into impacts on the customers. 

 
 And the third point is for those like me who worry that the leverage ratio while 

good as a backstop has bad incentive effects if it’s the binding constraint under 
most circumstances because it’s risk blind. For those who worry that it 
incentivizes riskier behavior, if you’re looking at a bank which is using a blended 
average of the different capital requirements, they already are reflecting the 
leverage requirement to some extent as Goldman Sachs we know is. So let me 
leave it there. Thank you very much. 

 
Ron Feldman: We’re going to open it up for Q&A to the questions. So folks that are interested, 

why don’t you just raise your hand and state your affiliation and direct your 
question to the entire panel or a specific panelist. 

 
Male Speaker: These are two related questions for Bill and Giovanni. From your presentations, 

it felt like your analysis was kind of static. And I think in a more dynamic world, 
there are two considerations that push in opposite directions. 

 
 One consideration is that after the badness is over and the losses have been 

absorbed, the institution has to keep operating. So it can't be left with a slightly 
above zero capital. So this is just a question. What did you assume about the 
amount of buffer you need to start with such that you’re still adequately 
capitalized after the crisis has happened? 

 
 And then the second question is, the first US stress test the one in 2009, a lot of 

people discovered that as the crisis is unfolding and losses are being absorbed, 
gross operating income is coming in. And that gross operating income actually 
represents a significant resource in terms of loss absorbing capacity. So in your 
calculations, you have an assumption about absorption from gross operating 
income or an assumption about how quickly the losses are absorbed because if 
not, then maybe the capital requirements are a little too high. Thank you. 

 
Ron Feldman: Bill, do you want to start? 
 
William Cline: Sure. My analysis is very much “what's the long term?” It's sort graduate 

Economics 101. You had an output on the left hand side and then you had 
capital and labor on the right hand side. And if you do something institutionally 
which constrains the amount of one of those inputs, then on the left hand side 
you’re going to have less output in the long term. 

 
 So I wouldn’t call it static. It’s almost the opposite of static because I mean in a 

sense these transitional things. Here's where I'm finding myself a little bit in a 
difference with Giovanni is that transitional cost high and long-term cost low. I 
mean what we've seen is the absurd increases or difficulties in implementing -- 
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the increases so far have not been that great. So, anyway, that's sort of a 
separate issue. 

 
 But I would try to emphasize that I consider my analysis to be static in that 

sense. Now, it is true that in principle what you would want to have is enough 
capital so that when you hit the crisis you go down fairly low. I would say at the 
depth of the crisis you got to have 2.5 percent of total assets left as capital or 
something like that. 

 
 I mean one thing I think this whole discussion forgets is Bagehot's Law. We've 

had a central banking principle since 1870 that banks should in fact get liquidity 
support. They should not be supported when they have an insolvency and a lot 
of the discussions seems to me tends to because in the extreme that assumes 
that you can have your capital go all the way to zero. You don’t want to go 
below zero. Anyway, that’s the first part of that. 

 
 Yeah, gross income coming in, sure, that's exactly what [inaudible 1:06:58] 

found out how we have adjusted. One, the banking requirements went up, the 
capital requirements went up. Instead of cranking down loans, what banks did 
was to retain earnings. And so that did contribute to meeting the higher capital 
requirements. 

 
Giovanni Dell'Ariccia: Very quickly. On the first one, no, so as I said what the exercise is about -- at 

least the first one -- I think you could think that the second one somehow as an 
implicit buffer. That's what the authorities want to achieve. But the one based 
on NPLs, we just looked at what is the threshold not to impose losses on 
creditors. 

 
 And you have a point. I mean that doesn’t mean that this remain economically 

viable banks. It doesn’t mean that they are still lending. I think what it means is 
that recapitalizing them through the private sector is certainly easier than if 
they were a negative equity but you have a point. 

 
 On the second one, again no, and on top of that so maybe the two things 

balance each other. I don’t know. The other thing that we don’t take into 
account is something that Morris pointed out to us is policy actions. So, again, 
we do not have a model here. We just look at actual data. We look at the 
frequency of NPLs and different banking crisis. The sausage is pretty transparent 
here. This is what you put in, you get out. 

 
 And, for example, you would imagine that in all these crises there had been 

supportive actions through macro or other means that limited the amount of 
NPLs relative to a framework or through laissez faire. So if you really wanted to 
go through a framework where the government doesn’t need to intervene, you 
would have to have bigger buffers. 

 
Ron Feldman: Additional questions, yes, and if you can state your affiliation that would be 

great. 
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Paul Gallagher: Paul Gallagher, EIR News Service. I'd like to ask a question that also refers back 

to the previous symposium in this series because you covered a lot of the 
ground of the 1933 debate. Early 1933 on one side much more capital for banks 
associated with consolidation of smaller banks into larger banks and the cost to 
the economy in the form of less lending credit. On the other side, it's completely 
separating commercial bank holding companies from securities activities and 
imposing losses on the securities markets. 

 
 And as Professor Zingales said in his luncheon presentation of the previous 

symposium, it's certainly easy to devise such regulations for the banking system 
which are "better than Glass-Steagall." But Glass-Steagall was chosen the last 
time it worked for a long period of time while it was enforced. And that in his 
view overrode the "better than Glass-Steagall" aspects of other schemes that 
are devised. 

 
 So I'd like to ask you how do you respond to Professor Zingales' assertions at the 

luncheon speech in the last symposium? 
 
Ron Feldman: Sure. So I'm going to direct that to our panelists and I'll just slightly rephrase it 

which is you've talked about capital and thinking about the benefits and costs of 
higher capital. There are alternative ways of thinking about responding to the 
concern people have about too big to fail, which would include structural 
changes, for example, splitting commercial and investment banks. 

 
 In your thinking about capital, have you thought about the pros and cons of 

structural change relative to the capital analysis that you've done? I recognize 
this is a little bit off the topic but you're all versed in the debate. And so maybe 
you have some views on it. Why don’t we start from Doug and work our way 
this way? 

 
Douglas Elliott: Sure. I think there's actually very little evidence that the structural reforms 

you're talking about would decrease the chance of a crisis or the severity of a 
crisis. It's all well and good to assert that it’s the case, but I have not seen any 
particular evidence. And I have plenty of reason including the last crisis to think 
that it probably isn’t the case. 

 
 We had to rescue the investment banks this last crisis, banks that were pretty 

purely investment bank even if they had small amounts of commercial banking 
activity, just as we had to rescue some of the commercial banks that were 
pretty purely commercial banks. I would need to see a whole lot more evidence 
that there was good reason to expect greater stability before I would prefer that 
to more capital. 

 
Giovanni Dell'Ariccia: Yeah. I don’t know exactly what Luigi said in the previous symposium. But my 

sense is that so what we look at was purely capital and essentially purely 
commercial banks. Some of the points that were made in other presentations 
pointed to the fact that as you increase requirements on commercial banks, 
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there would be a tendency by markets to replace banks without their [inaudible 
1:12:32]. 

 
 And from that point of view, you need to think about the regulatory umbrella in 

a more holistic way. So it's not just capital or it’s not just the structures. The two 
things go together. So as you have financial intermediaries so that known banks 
can become more systemic. You need to do something about that at the same 
time. So I'll stop there. I don’t want to go too much off -script. 

 
William Cline: If you look at the literature on the risk taking as a function of the size of banks, 

some things kind of strike me. There used to be a charter value concept. It was 
in the literature that said, well you know, if you take JP Morgan and the guy’s 
looking at the portrait of the founder over his shoulder, he's not going to go out 
and gamble. He's going to want to preserve the charter value with the bank. 

 
 Then if you turn around and look at some of the theory is that large banks doing 

all these various things do have a too big to fail subsidy to taking risks. I think 
there are some interesting questions there not immediately obvious to me that 
a lower unit cost changes the utility function of the [inaudible 1:13:58]. 

 
 But I think one of the issues is that size of banks tends to provide a certain 

amount of additional risk diversification. So then the question is in some sense 
there's some reduction in risk to the system from having a more diversified set 
of larger banks. And as I say that scatter diagram I thought was rather telling 
that you did not have a huge plunge in the large banks' net income relative to 
the smaller banks' net income in this natural experiment we had. 

 
 Now should there be Volcker Law? Should there be a more rigorous division? I 

too find it quite telling that it was this much more leverage to Lehman Brothers, 
Bear Stearns, et cetera. And in fact, some of the big banks were part of the 
solution rather than the problem because they took over some of these houses 
rather than having Bear Stearns, for example, rather than letting them fail. 

 
 Anyway, all of this is kind of an amorphous answer. Probably what I should have 

said is that's not what department says [inaudible 1:15:15]. But these are some 
sort of reactions. 

 
Ron Feldman: I thought the panelists did a nice job covering your topic that they all claim that 

they know nothing about. Any other questions from the audience? 
 
Tara Rice: Tara Rice, Treasury. So one quick comment and then a question. So Basel III 

restricts what is included as eligible capital. In other words, it's taking out a 
bunch of items that we now consider "ineligible" like different taxes that's 
different tax credits and goodwill. So my comment is simply that capital that 
we're calculating pre-crisis isn’t really in my mind the capital that existed. And 
so, I think, that some of these calculations should adjust for that capital level 
which would make pre-crisis look much smaller. 
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 And my comment or my question rather is for Doug. So I've heard this argument 
before and maybe you can explain a little bit better. So I think what you're 
saying is banks don’t do capital allocation across business models very well that 
they tend to just allocate by business model rather bluntly. And so we can't 
expect them to model say one kind of business model will take X percent capital 
while another will take a different percent. I think that's what you’re saying. But 
could you—? It’s not. 

 
 Okay. So could you describe then why banks can't efficiently model their 

internal capital allocation? And then I understand that there's some uncertainty 
about how the different regulations will play in but also if you could talk about 
maybe internally how capital leverage and Tier 1 and different regs might make 
this more difficult. 

 
Douglas Elliott: Sure and I apologize. I must not have explained well to leave you with that 

question. No, if anything, my argument is the reverse that banks are fairly 
sophisticated about taking account of these requirements. The uncertainties 
right now are two-fold. They've gone from a world in which there were much, 
much simpler capital requirements on the regulatory side to a world in which 
you have as with Goldman you have five different capital requirements that 
could be binding on them over time. 

 
 You have to mesh it with liquidity requirements as well. And sometimes the 

liquidity requirement may pull you in one direction and one of the capital 
requirements pulls you in another. Just as two different capital requirements 
could pull you in two different directions once you get down to the incentive 
effects. 

 
 We have essentially no academic research to give a good framework for making 

these decisions. So if you’re sitting there at a bank, you’re busy implementing all 
the Dodd-Frank requirements that have been placed on top of you, the various 
Basel rules et cetera. There are a lot of other pressures. There's financial 
technology that's beating you up. 

 
 In the middle of this, you've got to somehow step back and figure out how to 

take account of this very uncertain environment. And it just takes them some 
time. I mean a leader like Goldman Sachs has moved faster though I'm sure that 
will end up recalibrating as they go also. 

 
 But let me just give you some examples. If it’s not clear what would be so 

difficult about this, if you could potentially have any of several requirements be 
the binding one on you a year from now and you’re making a multi-year 
transaction like a loan. Then you don’t want to go with just the currently binding 
constraint because maybe one of these others will turn out to be binding. 

 
 But for you to do anything more than just the currently binding constraint 

means you effectively have to hold some extra capital as a buffer. You're 
effectively paying insurance in order to protect against discovering that a 
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different requirement turns out to be your binding one. It’s very complex to 
figure out what's the right amount of insurance you should be buying. And since 
there's some things like the US stress test, the Federal Reserve is deliberately 
making it impossible to know what the test will be the next year. There's a level 
of continuity, but also a deliberate level of change partly to avoid gaming. It’s 
just a complex exercise is all I'm saying. 

 
 At the same time though, some version of this is important for these banks to 

do and they know it. So they are making adjustments. And the incentive effects 
are playing through already. But I think they'll play through significantly more as 
everything settles down. 

 
Ron Feldman: I think we have a question here. 
 
Dennis Kelleher: Thank you. First thanks for the thought-provoking pieces on these key issues. 

And Doug, I'm looking forward to the paper in July. Dennis Kelleher, Better 
Markets 

 
 There's a lot of things to think about, one of which is the assumption behind this 

which is all banks are the same. Wells Fargo is not JP Morgan Chase and is not 
Goldman Sachs. So the amount they contribute and actually to the real 
economy on loans or otherwise and therefore the plus or minus to GDP are 
quite different. And I think the nuance analysis in that arena, I think, needs to be 
paid a lot more attention to. 

 
 I mean John Kay had an interesting thing out recently saying—I'm not agreeing 

with this—but something like 10 percent of what Goldman Sachs does actually 
has any relationship to the real economy. I'm not validating that. And what the 
real economy is and what the 10 percent is, is a big argument. 

 
 But I'm just saying Goldman Sachs is not Wells Fargo. And it seems to me that 

nuance should be included in the analysis. And there are a number of other 
things including, Bill, your assumption that GDP is going to return to trend over 
a period of time whatever the period of time is when there seems to be a pretty 
good argument that returning to trend may never actually happen or may not 
happen for much longer. 

 
 But the bottom line too is that you're trying to compare, I think, calculate 

incomparable costs and benefits. So if you think about it in November of 2009, 
the U-6 rate was 17 percent. That's 27 million Americans. The impact actually 
was on 50 million Americans when you consider how many of the 27 million 
Americans underemployed were heads of households. You go to underwater 
homes. About a third of all homes in the United States were underwater in the 
first quarter of 2010. 

 
 You can just keep going through that and you have to look at it historically. Look 

at it today. Today, the U-6 rate is 9.9 percent, underwater homes today at 12.8 
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percent. Extraordinary Fed policy is still continuing. What are the implications of 
that? 

 
 And so when you're calculating capital or leverage or add in all of the other 

aspects of financial reform, Doug, that you've talked about quite a bit over the 
years on the one side and on the other side you put real people and real 
economies. I think you got to be looking for a margin of error on the capital side, 
not on the people side. 

 
 And in thinking about that and I'll conclude on this. One of the ways to think 

about this is that financial regulation whether it’s capital or other pieces actually 
don’t add any incremental cost. What it addresses is when those costs are going 
to be incurred and who pays them. So you can not pay them pre-crisis which is 
to say keep your cost of capital down, therefore, the argument that higher 
growth lower cost of loans. Then you come to a crisis. Then you pay for the 
crisis. And who pays for the crisis? 

 
 Well, we do know it's 50 million Americans or however you want to add that up. 

That's when they pay. So who pays will be the public and they'll pay to clean up 
the mess. Or the payment is before the crisis incrementally over time based on 
the ways of financial regulation which admittedly have a cost. 

 
 But the issue isn’t that there's no cost over here. There's only a cost of financial 

reform or financial regulation over here. So the real issue is, is there in fact 
incremental cost? How do you calculate incremental cost? And who in fact pays 
it? That I think is a different level of analysis that’s overlooked. 

 
Ron Feldman: So I could sort of rephrase that as a question or do any of the panelists want to 

respond to it as it's currently—? Sure. That sounds okay. Ron, you should go 
ahead. 

 
William Cline: First of all, I don’t assume that output returns to its pre-crisis trend even at the 

potential. But in order to calculate how much that area B whether it should be 
area B or the entire gap between the bottom and the middle line for the rest of 
the eternity, I believe, there's a finite life of capital. So that's the way that I 
calculate it. I'm not saying that— 

 
 The broader question is you’re saying how about let's put some welfare weights 

into all of these and let's look at the distribution of damages to utility function. 
Let's weight the poor higher than you weight the rich. And let's have those 
weights be taken into the account in the calculus. 

 
 One could do that. It's not blindingly obvious to me that the poor are going to 

be better off over the next 40 years with a situation which cranks down the 
general level of capital stock and therefore output of the economy. And here I 
continue to disagree a bit. 
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 On this question, I think some of the stuff is the question do you use macro 
models and do a survey of macro models? And when you do the survey of 
macro models, have you sorted out the induced response of monetary policy? 
Have you sorted out assumptions about, well, it would be impossible 
theoretically in this model to have total less capital because of X. So I'm 
skeptical of those some of the lower macro model estimates. That's why I used 
the Miles et al much more transparent production function approach. 

 
 So I guess the bottom line in a sense is that (A) is my 64 percent one year's 

permanent loss too low? I did include a variant in which I cranked it, I think, 
something like 300 percent. It turns out that because of that extremely punitive 
or if you want to look at it that way tapering off of the benefits you don’t do an 
awful lot more. Anyway, those are some of the responses -- specific to answer 
to your question. 

 
Giovanni Dell'Ariccia: I don’t have much to say. As I said in the presentation, this is exactly the kind of 

discussion we tried to stay away from. Not because we think it’s not important, 
it is very important. But just because as my adviser used to say, Rudi Dornbusch, 
it’s one idea, one paper. And we tried to focus the paper on the specifics. 

 
 But I think you do have a point. I think that to calibrate more to the cause of a 

crisis I think it's incredibly hard. And I tried to calibrate them all to the social 
cost of capital which is a different thing from the cost of capital for the current 
shareholders of banks it's a very difficult thing to do. 

 
 So for example, given capital is more expensive than that for the banks, this 

money goes somewhere. So the people that are holding capital will be richer 
than if they were holding debt. And somehow, this will feed back into the 
economy. And it will smooth out the cost. So to have it through general 
equilibrium model of the social cost of capital is very, very hard. 

 
 And it’s not that we didn’t think about it. One obvious thing is that there are 

agents in the economy that like fixed income securities, say, deposits. You don’t 
like the idea that you have a mutual fund instead of a checking account. And 
every day you need to check what is the balance unless you assume the banks 
are going to expand their portfolio. If you decrease leverage, let's be specific, 
you’re going to have smaller supplies of these assets for people. That is a cost. 

 
 How you quantify? I don’t know. But I'm very sympathetic to your view that the 

crises are very expensive things. They cast long shadows both in economics and 
social terms. We are seeing it today in most of Europe. And so this is why we 
said the sea wall approach maybe it’s a legitimate one. And to make a joke, you 
can have a guidance system to go to the moon. The question is whether you 
want to hit the moon or a specific crater. And sometimes if you try to hit the 
crater, you miss the moon. So the idea of a much less leverage was appealing to 
us. 
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Ron Feldman: So Doug, we're going to give you the last word but you have 30 seconds to 
provide it. 

 
Douglas Elliott: Oh god, the pressure, the pressure. First of all, you raise important points about 

social values et cetera so I don’t want to downplay them. But it also is important 
to realize that slower growth has a real impact on ordinary people perhaps and 
higher impact even on poor people. 

 
 You've looked at what Europe is struggling with these last few years. The social 

cost of slow growth or occasionally negative growth is pretty bad. So crises are 
terrible things. A long period of repressed growth is also not a very good thing. 
It's hard to balance. 

 
Ron Feldman: Great. Well, I want to thank Bill and Giovanni and Doug for their comments. And 

turn it back over to Adam. 
 
Adam Posen: And I want to thank Ron for leading the discussion. Ron and Bill really put 

together this morning was part of the program and I want to thank them on 
behalf of both Peterson Institute and the bank, Federal Reserve Bank in 
Minneapolis. 

 
 Our friends who are out there in virtual reality, we're going to take a short 

break. Our friends and colleagues who are with us today, there is free lunch for 
those of you not too big to eat and that doesn’t count me unfortunately at the 
back. And we will reconvene in 15 minutes for remarks— 

 
 
Panel 2 
 
Adam Posen: Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, if I could ask you to grab your coffee or 

cookies or whatever you want and take your seats. We’re going to reconvene 
now. 

 
 I’m Adam Posen, President of the Peterson Institute for International Economics 

and I’m delighted to open our second session of the third symposium onto 
Ending “Too Big to Fail”. The series started by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis and this third edition being co-hosted here and co-organized by the 
Peterson Institute. 

 
 The highlight obviously from a newsmaker point of view, as well as we hope 

from an intellectual stimulus point of view is the coming speech by President 
Neel Kashkari of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. 

 
 Neel took office as President CEO of the Minneapolis Fed on January 1 of this 

year. He serves on the FOMC. He is in charge of course of the bank and also 
operations in the region. I enjoyed reading his twitters when he was out in 
Bocken and looking at fracking and energy as well. 
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 From 2006 to 2009, Neel served in several senior positions at the US 
Department of Treasury. Obviously at critical turning point for our and the 
globe’s financial system. In 2008 after being confirmed as Assistant Secretary to 
the Treasury, he oversaw the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) and 
received the Alexander Hamilton Award, the Treasury Department’s highest 
honor for distinguished service. 

 
 He worked at PIMCO after leaving Washington and explored public service 

including through electoral options. 
 
 Neel earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Mechanical Engineering at 

the University of Illinois at Urbana and his MBA from Wharton. This, of course, 
understates his record and in particularly, his willingness to bring issues to the 
floor. 

 
 With credit, of course, to Ron and the rest of the Federal Reserve Bank of 

Minneapolis staff, Minneapolis has been the thought leader on issues of bank 
regulation and “Too Big to Fail” for many years but Neel has continued to build 
on that, and I welcome him to the podium for his remarks. Thank you very 
much. 

 
Neel Kashkari: Good afternoon. Thank you Adam for the kind introduction. And, a real 

gratitude for you and your colleagues at the Peterson Institute co-hosting this 
event with us. Scholars at the Peterson Institute had been leaders on financial 
stability and systemic risk issues for many years, and we’re very pleased to 
collaborate with you on today’s event. 

 
 Before I begin, I had my own disclaimer as you might imagine. I just like to 

remind everyone that the views I express today are my own and not necessarily 
those of the Federal Open Market Committee or the Board of Governors, which 
sets supervision and regulatory policy for the Federal Reserve System. 

 
 Now, I come with a “Too Big to Fail” problem. From the perspective of a 

policymaker who is on the frontline responding to the 2008 financial crisis. Over 
the past six years, legislators and regulators have worked hard to address “Too 
Big to Fail”. My colleagues in the Federal Reserve have worked closely with 
other financial regulators to implement important tools and regulations that are 
making the financial system stronger under the reformed framework that 
Congress established. 

 
 Now, I agree that many current reforms are headed in the right direction 

particularly those that make banks stronger with additional capital and deeper 
liquidity but I do not think these measures go far enough. As a result, we are 
working on our plan and “Too Big to Fail”, and we are hosting a series of public 
symposiums including today’s that bring together some of the foremost experts 
on financial stability, bank regulation and systemic risk. And we have asked 
these experts to explore both the current and potential alternative regulatory 
frameworks to address the risks posed by large banks. 
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 Today, I will update you on that effort. Now specifically, I will cover three main 

items in our initiative to end “Too Big to Fail”. 
 
 First, information from our May symposium makes me even more committed to 

recommending transformational solutions to address the systemic risk posed by 
large banks. What I heard suggests deep and broad agreement that the largest 
banks in the country are still “Too Big to Fail” and that we need to act now to 
address this problem. 

 
 Second, I will highlight some of the key takeaways from our first two 

symposiums that reinforce my concerns about current efforts to address “Too 
Big to Fail”. I left our May symposium profoundly skeptical that current efforts 
will ultimately work. 

 
 And third, I will end with important questions that had been raised in our 

initiative so far that require additional understanding and then I look forward to 
having a discussion with Adam, Bertrand and with everybody in the audience. 

 
 Now, I started the Ending “Too Big to Fail” initiative knowing that we would 

have many supporters across the spectrum. Many others would also disagree 
with our effort and not surprisingly, we have received significant criticism from 
the largest banks and from their lobbyist who would like to discredit this 
important initiative. 

 
 But one of the main takeaways from our symposiums was the relatively broad 

agreement on some of the central parts of our effort. 
 
 First, there’s broad agreement about this. We need massive structural changes 

in our financial system and among large banks. Even those participants in our 
symposium who express confidence in the current regulatory approach agree 
that a fundamental restructuring of the banking system is coming. They view 
such a restructuring as an indicator that the current framework is having the 
desired effect. 

 
 Now, rather than the government deciding how to restructure the banking 

system, the new regulations will ultimately force large banks to restructure 
themselves. Indeed, there are examples already of large financial institutions 
beginning to shed assets in response to new regulatory pressures. “Give it more 
time,” these experts argue. Almost none of the experts we’ve consulted with, 
believe the industry can and should stay in its current form. The only 
disagreement was about the scale and the speed of that restructuring. 

 
 Second, large banks currently remain “Too Big to Fail”. While a majority of 

experts on our bank resolution panel from our symposium in May express 
confidence that the new resolution framework would ultimately be effective for 
large banks. A majority of them also argued that if a large bank ran into trouble 
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today, it would still need a taxpayer bailout because the implementation of the 
new regulations remains incomplete. 

 
 Now, consistent with this observation is the recent result of the living will 

exercise. Of the eight largest US banks, both the FDIC and the Federal Reserve 
recently deemed the living wills of five of them “not credible”. Two of the eight 
other banks were deemed “not credible” by either the FDIC or the Federal 
Reserve but not both. The living will of the one final bank, the best of the group 
wasn’t actually rated “credible”. It was just not “not credible.” Let me say that 
again. It was not actually rated credible. The best of the bunch was just not “not 
credible.” That doesn’t inspire a lot of confidence. 

 
 Third, we must act now to address “Too Big to Fail”. There was also a shared 

concern that as memories of the crisis fade, the will to complete the 
implementation of current reforms let alone introduce new ones weakens. This 
outcome would lead the financial system exposed to unacceptable risk if 
reforms are left incomplete. Indeed, this is part of our motivation for our Ending 
“Too Big to Fail” initiative to trigger a serious national conversation about the 
risk posed by large banks while we all still remember how painful the crisis was 
for society. 

 
 A fourth point of agreement, we must stop risk from shifting in response to 

reforms. Even with a safer banking system in place, I too firmly believe we must 
take action to prevent risk from simply going to another corner of the financial 
system. Experts at our symposium seemed to agree that some steps must be 
taken to actually reduce risk and not simply move it around. This issue of risk-
shifting from the commercial banking sector to the shadow-banking sector is 
particularly acute in the United States. 

 
 According to the Financial Stability Board, the US has the largest shadow-

banking sector with about $14.2 trillion in assets in 2014 representing more 
than a third of global shadow banking assets reported by 26 countries around 
the globe. Now that’s what we all agreed on. Important differences remain. 

 
 There is more agreement than I expected on key reasons to move forward. But 

what I heard at our meetings confirms that I may have important differences 
with some colleagues about how much progress has been made and the best 
way is to address those differences. Many of these differences focus on the idea 
that we will solve “Too Big to Fail” by imposing losses on long-term debt holders 
of large banks, the so-called Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity or TLAC plan during a 
stressed economic environment. 

 
 In a prior speech, I explained why I do not have confidence that the contingent 

convertible debt or other long-term debt included in the TLAC plan should 
actually count as capital because I doubt it will actually face losses in a crisis. I 
explained why I believe it is a mechanism to spread risk rather than to contain it. 
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 So, why do I think that a plan that requires the government to stick losses on 
long-term debt holders during a crisis will not work? 

 
 First, this approach is too complex and has too many moving parts to work 

when we actually need it to. Complexity is the enemy of a robust plan. Let me 
review the crisis response for a point of comparison. Arresting the 2008 crisis 
required the overwhelming force of the combined powers of the Federal 
Reserve, the Treasury and the FDIC all firing in unison. 

 
 Our solution was fairly simple. Put the balance sheet of the Federal Government 

behind the private financial system. We did that by providing as much liquidity 
as possible to as many stress corners of the markets as possible and by shifting 
as many potential losses as we could from the private sector to the public 
sector. It was extremely blunt but it was ultimately effective. 

 
 Do we really now believe that in the middle of an economic distress when the 

public is looking for safety, that the government will start imposing losses on 
debt holders potentially increasing fear and panic among investors. 
Policymakers didn’t do that in 2008. There is no evidence that their response in 
a future crisis will be any different. 

 
 When I heard experts describe the TLAC approach during our symposium, it 

sounded like a plan that requires everything to work out perfectly and we know 
that in a crisis, that never happens. 

 
 A policy analyst recently asked me if we can really resolve a large bank during a 

crisis. I responded by asking him if he thought we could dismantle an aircraft 
carrier in a middle of a hurricane. It’s not a perfect analogy but he got my point 
and I suspect you do, too. 

 
 Second, this approach leans too heavily on supervisory wisdom. One question 

asked about the TLAC at our meetings was, “Why not simply have banks capital 
be entirely equity instead of both convertible debt and equity?” An answer I 
heard from some regulators is that having a smaller equity cushion is actually 
better because it will prompt supervisors to act more quickly as the equity is 
erased by losses. At that point, the supervisors can move the firm into 
resolution where the debt converts and becomes the equity of the recapitalized 
new firm thus of waiting taxpayer bailouts. 

 
 If supervisors had waited longer to act under this approach, the losses of the 

bank might consume the long-term debt as well, leaving nothing for 
recapitalization. I object to this approach for two reasons. First, it immediately 
reinforces my concerns about complexity. Second, this approach assumes that 
all-knowing, well-intentioned regulators seizing a bank earlier will somehow 
reduce the total losses the bank ultimately faces. 

 
 I vividly remember the collapse of Bear Stearns in March 2008. In a couple of 

weeks, Bear Stearns went from normal operations to insolvency. Once the 
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creditors seriously doubted the viability of Bear, the outcome was largely 
sealed. Closing Bear one week earlier would not have reduced the large losses 
Bear had due to his bad investments, which were made long before the stress 
became apparent either the management or the bank supervisors. 

 
 We have very talented professionals in the Federal Reserve System and in other 

financial agencies but we must be humble. We would not have had a financial 
crisis in the first place if government officials were wiser than everyone else. 

 
 I have mentioned this before but when I first went to Treasury in 2006, Treasury 

Secretary Henry Paulson directed his staff, including me to work with financial 
regulators to look for what might trigger the next crisis. We looked at a number 
of scenarios in 2006 including an individual large bank running into trouble or a 
hedge fund suffering large losses, among others. 

 
 I’m embarrassed to tell you, we didn’t consider a nationwide housing downturn. 

It seemed so obvious now, but we didn’t see it and we were looking. We should 
design our regulatory framework to assume that as of 2008, regulators won’t 
have better insights than market participants. We must assume that they won’t 
see a future crisis coming until it’s too late. 

 
 Finally, this TLAC approach defies market logic. Part of the rationale for using 

convertible debt in the new regulatory framework is that it is supposed to be 
significantly cheaper than equity, hence, borrowing cost from Main Street 
should be lower than if it were just common equity. But is this really true? 

 
 On one hand, regulators are saying, “Believe us. Contingent debt is as good as 

common equity in its power to absorb losses if a bank runs into trouble. We will 
really force bondholders to take losses.” 

 
 On the other hand, the same regulators are saying, “Investors will price these 

securities closer to debt than equity.” But if these securities really do face equity 
like downside risk, by the way, without the upside of equity, why would 
investors price them more like debt? 

 
 I see three possible explanations. 
 
 First, the securities aren’t really going to face losses so they aren’t really capital. 

They will be cheaper than equity because they are really debt, which means 
they don’t provide much financial stability benefit. 

 
 Option two, the securities really are going to face losses and investors will then 

price them more like equity, so there’s little benefit for their added complexity 
compared to banks just issuing more common stock. 

 
 Or number three, investors will misunderstand the risk and underprice these 

convertible securities similarly to debt while regulators will really make them 
face losses like equity. It strikes me that a regulatory framework that relies on 
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investors mispricing risk may work for a time but isn’t likely to work over the 
long term. 

 
 Now, let’s look going forward. Today’s symposium is important because we are 

exploring in much greater depth as we saw in the first panel, the tradeoffs 
associated with higher capital standards. Increased capital in the form of 
common equity, not for only debt solves many problems. It is the simplest and 
arguably the most powerful tool to make banks stronger. It can reduce rather 
than increase complexity. Its simplicity means that it also has the best chance of 
working over decades as the financial system evolves and new financial 
instruments are introduced. Higher capital may also reduce pressure on 
supervisors. 

 
 Now, as we heard today, more capital has downsides that needs further 

exploration, in particular, higher capital could raise the cost of lending and 
potentially reduce economic activity but to what extent and how should we 
measure such cost and that’s why I’m so pleased that with the Peterson 
Institute, we’re having this conference today. 

 
 Increased capital standards for large banks also has the potential to push risk to 

nonbanks such as hedge funds and insurance companies. Experts appropriately 
ask if we substantially increase and simplify capital standards for banks but that 
drives risky activity elsewhere. Has financial stability really improved? That’s an 
important question. 

 
 Now, we touched on this in our May symposium where experts discussed 

whether a tax on financial firm debt could be a means to level the playing field 
so that risk isn’t simply pushed to nonbanks. But then this introduces many 
additional questions, how should regulators size such attacks, to whom should it 
apply, all financial institutions or just nonbank financial institutions and would 
there be unintended consequences of such a tax? 

 
 These are some of the questions that we are going to continue to try to answer 

in our Ending “Too Big to Fail” initiative as it moves forward. All of this work will 
culminate in our recommended plan to End “Too Big to Fail”, which we are 
committed to releasing to the public by the end of the year. Thank you very 
much. 

 
Adam Posen: Thank you so much, Neel. It’s great when somebody who’s a policymaker also 

gives you a research agenda. That’s one of the joys of being a convener here at 
the Peterson Institute is we can do that. It’s also good when a policymaker has 
extensive real financial market experience, that was true of Neel and that is 
certainly true of our next speaker. 

 
 I’m delighted to introduce Bertrand Badré who’s a friend and currently a visiting 

fellow here at the Peterson Institute since February. He’s also the Managing 
Director for Finance and World Bank Chief Financial Officer, has served in that 
position. His research, he’s focusing for us and for the world on developing to 
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billions to trillions agenda leveraging up in a good way, we hope, private sector 
finance and public sector, MDB finance for infrastructure, investment and 
development. 

 
 More relevantly perhaps for today though, Bertrand had a distinguished career 

in European banking. Prior to joining the World Bank in 2013, he was Group 
Financial Officer at Société Générale. And prior to that starting in 2007 had been 
Chief Financial Officer of Crédit Agricole. 

 
 From 2004 to 2007, he was the Managing Director of Lazard and responsible for 

the Financial Services Group. Previously had done work for President Jacques 
Chirac on the G8 Summit and as Deputy Personal Representative for Africa. 

 
 He goes back all the way to having been an Anarch and served in the audit parts 

of the French National Audit Office, which we all know is secret code for running 
the country. 

 
 It is a great opportunity and I’m grateful to Bertrand for accepting the invitation 

today because Neel is speaking with both his public sector experience and 
private sector head on. Bertrand can speak in very practical terms of what these 
kinds of regulations and supervision have meant in the past, what they might 
mean now for banks and importantly from a non-American perspective. So, 
thank you very much Bertrand. 

 
Bertrand Badré: Well, there is another point I’m going to make. I don’t need for once in my life 

to make a disclaimer, which makes my speech easier. 
 
 Thank you very much Adam for having me today and for your hospitality, to you 

and your colleagues and to everyone for the hospitality you provided me over 
the past few months. So I’ve had the rare privilege to be the group Chief 
Financial Officer of what is now called Global SIFI. That time those were just 
large banks willing to become even larger. So I’m glad that they’ve been 
upgraded during the crisis. 

 
 So, I’ve navigated the crisis for five years, taking care of the finance of two very, 

very large institutions close to $2 trillion assets in the one end, $1.5 trillion in 
the other end. And I’ve been obsessed during these five years with the risk of 
failing. That was really my obsession every morning. In particular, I can tell you 
on the 15th and 16th of September 2008, when you wake up, you just have no 
clue where you’re entering. You have very little communication with the other 
side of the Atlantic and you have $2 trillion on your shoulder. That’s probably 
the most stressful experience ever in my entire life although it’s not over yet. 

 
 So I moved to the World Bank three years ago, which have true impact in my life 

first and relevant to this conversation. First, I crossed the Atlantic so it gave me 
a perspective on banking from the other side of the ocean. And second, it 
brought me to the Financial Stability Board actually, which I represented the 
World Bank for three years when we kind of discussed the final regulation in 
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particular the TLAC and I share--even from a different perspective most of your 
concern, I would conclude with that. 

 
 So, it’s a rare privilege actually to kind of put all these together today in the 

opening remarks. I will take a chronological point of view. My first point was 
what was it to be as a Group CFO of large banks before the crisis when the sky 
was blue and when you thought that you could go to heaven? Then what 
happened and where do we stand today? 

 
 So pre-2007, 2008, the name of the game was gross. Size was absolutely crucial. 

The domestic consolidation in most European countries but probably for 
Germany and Italy was more or less done. And so, we have to move an 
international expansion, that’s what the two banks I operated we are doing but 
they are not only one. It was relatively straightforward from all perspective. It 
was anchorage by the, I would say, political environment. This was a single 
market as a constitution of large financing institutions across the continent. So 
all this was very, very much supported. 

 
 And it was relatively straightforward even financially speaking because when 

you were a large institution say in France or in the UK or in the [inaudible 
00:23:36], you have a good rating. So you could buy very easily smaller 
institution or weaker institution that was low rating and they benefited from 
your refinancing cost, and then you share the cost and that’s the way you pay 
for the acquisition. So you do this in retail banking, consumer equity, et cetera, 
and that’s the way many banks have truly have grown in particular in Central 
and Eastern Europe, and some other emerging markets. 

 
 So, the name of the game was very straightforward, it worked very well. I did 

that when I was at Lazard and I did that when I was at Crédit Agricole actually. It 
culminated interestingly with the acquisition of ABN AMRO the first half of 
2007. I mean, you made the comparison with a Boeing being dismantled in the 
hurricane. Actually, to let ABN AMRO being acquired by a consortium, the first 
half of 2007 was from exactly similar to dismantling a Boeing in the hurricane. 
We have no precedent for large integrated banks doing--I mean, retail banking, 
as well as CIB business, et cetera, being dismantled. The truth that everybody 
which touched it besides Santander which moved away very fast is gone. Now, 
all kind of quasi-gone. 

 
 So that’s interesting. That was really for me, the culmination point of what 

happened before 2007. 
 
 And interestingly, when I was recruited as Group Chief Financial Officer of Crédit 

Agricole, I think the idea was really for me to run an acquisition spread to 
continue to grow. And of course, that was July ’07. And when I really took my 
job in August’07, something up in 9th of August ’07 and then the name of the 
game was no longer acquisition but basically disposals and then de-leverage. So 
things can change extremely fast. Even if it has not been that straightforward, 
with some still acquisition of the Fortis acquisition by BNP Paribas for instance.  
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 So as a CFO, it had a lot of implication. In particular, the way you monitor your 

business. What is your dashboard? What are you looking at? What do analyst 
ask you when they meet you for the quarterly calls, et cetera? And the only 
question basically was ROE. If you remember, it was just ROE. Deutsche Bank for 
instance, and others would say, “Oh, we can do 20%, 25% ROE.” That was really 
the way you--basically you pilot your business. 

 
 Profitability, risk and solvency, and liquidity were a kind of considered granted. 

It was a sanity check. You have to make sure that you’re okay from a ratio 
perspective but it was really not part of the real conversation. 

 
 And I mentioned this probably to Adam. I don’t think I had any questions on 

capital or liquidity by any financial analyst during that period, never. That was 
not a discussion. The point is, how much money do you make. And, it also 
illustrates the tension that you have between market pressure and regulatory 
pressure. I mean, that’s the point that you mentioned. Sometimes the market 
puts pressure, sometimes the regulatory--it’s very difficult to have the two 
converge and it was particular too before the crisis. 

 
 The second element, so it was very easy basically and when you discuss a 

budget, you just focus on the ROE of each business and that was it. That is the 
order and now you move forward. 

 
 On top of that, you have to transition to Basel II. And yet again, you have a lot of 

conversation on that. It costs a lot of money. For Crédit Agricole, it transitioned 
to Basel II, costs us €1 billion of investment: IT investment, research investment, 
et cetera. So you wanted to make use of it and it’s true that part of the Basel II 
was basically relying on internal models, and using internal models also a way to 
kind of facilitate your leverage. 

 
 Let me put it this way. So that was also part of the equation. So since you had 

spent that much money, you wanted to use it and there was also the tension 
between the US, which I apparently did not move that fast at all in Basel II. 
Whereas the European said, “Oh, we spent the money. What are the Americans 
doing?” So there was the level playing field tension already there. 

 
 The third point is also there is the tensions with the market. There was this kind 

of broad perspective in particular in the case of ABN AMRO that the market 
knows. But even, I mean, the regulators didn’t say anything. I mean, in the UK, I 
was amazed that RBS or before that Barclays have technically very little capital if 
any and nobody says anything. They say, “Oh, well, the markets will know,” and 
it collapse as we all know. 

 
 Though truthfully in fairness, I must say The Bank of France did a relatively good 

job and none of the large French banks have any liquidity issues toward that 
period actually because we are--the close monitoring of that instruments. 
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 So, that was really the name of the game before 2007 and the generic 
perception in June ’07 is that this could continue for a while. That was really the 
concept neither from European analyst nor from American analyst actually. So 
then comes the crisis and the tensions between market and regulators. Markets 
reacting way faster and being very anxious, and putting pressure under 
regulators coming and then everybody pushing each other. 

 
 So, I remember in particular, in the spring’08, it was a moment where people 

didn’t--we didn’t know where we were heading to. We made the decision to 
raise capital. It was very interesting because they said, “Why do you raise 
capital? You don’t need capital.” The crisis is over, we are in May ’08, the crisis is 
over. I remember it was a sea of great adversity, no, it’s not over. It’s just the 
beginning. I prefer to raise money too early than too late, and we have to fight 
against our competitors. Why you do that? You create pressure on us. And you 
might laugh now but that was tough. 

 
 I remember I was at the workshop in Zurich. One of the toughest ones in Zurich, 

was you don’t need to raise money. Well, I don’t think so. And then, people 
said, “Oh, you’re hiding something. Maybe you have big losses that you’re 
hiding.” I said, “No. I am not hiding anything. I’m just seeing that situation has 
changed and we need capital.” That was really the transition that I felt 
physically, actually. And it was tough because people suspected that I was 
hiding something else in my agenda. 

 
 So, it has forced us to rethink the way we consider as the monitoring of the 

business, the way we did our budget. So we add to put in place a system where 
basically liquidity and capital moved higher in the ladder. It was not just about 
ROE. It was less about ROE. That’s why we say, “Okay, we target our ROE of 
12%.” They said, “Come on, 12%, are you that bad?” That was the type of 
question. So the transition was very painful for everybody. 

 
 Then of course, you have the Lehman bankruptcy, which put liquidity at the 

forefront of any reasoning. We add--actually in parallel, we have the 
conversation on the various version of the talk and the discussion in Europe, and 
the fact that we all converge to use the balance sheet of government to support 
in case the capital of the bank, the lawsuit, the guarantees, the refinancing to 
make sure the system did not collapse. It went pretty well. And that’s really 
when capital and liquidity became central, and that’s when analyst, which I 
didn’t raise any question so far, became the very specialist, “Oh, what is exactly 
preferred stock? What is Core Tier I?” et cetera. 

 
 I mean, it’s very funny to see how people have moved into ignoring the old 

picture to kind of focusing on every detail of the picture, the very same people. I 
have names. We can discuss that offline. 

 
 So the perception has changed completely, vis-à-vis the pre-crisis. It was no 

longer about growth. It was no longer about scale. It was no longer about size. It 
was really about control your cost, control your capital, control your liquidity. 
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 The last exception was probably the emergency acquisition of Fortis by BNP 

Paribas in the fall ’08 and after that, consolidation was done. It’s over. It’s no 
longer--you don’t need to be too big or whatever. Stop it and now do your own 
business, do your homework. 

 
 And that was basically the price we paid. I like to quote in Daniel Button was the 

CEO of Société Générale, once told me, “You know when you wake up a 
president at 3 a.m. in the morning, you pay the price. But when you wake up 
other presidents several times at 3 a.m., you never finish to pay the price.” 
That’s what I have heard today. Unfortunately, he was right. 

 
 So, if you add this political pressure, the fact that the bailout was unacceptable 

as the market pressure where people wanted to be reassured that the banks 
were okay and the regulatory pressure, that’s what relates to this--basically 
stronger efforts on “Too Big to Fail”, which has led to what we discussed and 
that I come back to that right now. 

 
 So “Too Big to Fail”, we created the SIFIs. That was interesting actually. I 

remember one of my conversation and I said, “Well, it’s good to be a SIFI 
actually,” for two reasons. Because I do believe whether the market will force 
everybody to behave as a SIFI. And in the markets, we make everybody 
converge, so whether you’re small or big, the market will expect you to have a 
strong level of capital, so it doesn’t make a big difference. But on top of that to 
have a SIFI label show “Oh, you are really “Too Big to Fail”,” actually. 

 
 So, that’s a nice way to say, “I’m protected in a way.” So, it was half ironic and 

half serious, but what was interesting that it’s a crisis to provide a complete 
reversal of perspective and theme. It was the end of growth, very strict 
monitoring of capital and liquidity, and then we move into disposal and de-
leveraging. Culmination in France was in 2012, when you have to pressure every 
month to explain how much you have reduced your risk weighted assets, et 
cetera. 

 
 So, again, to make the long story short, where do we stand now? I think the 

peak of the banking crisis seems behind us. It’s the result of whatever it takes, 
all the measures taken, et cetera. We have established finally the banking union 
and Nicholai in this room can discuss this much more in details than I can. We 
have a single supervisory mechanism, we have the TLAC, but I really share your 
concern. It’s complex and so we still have some issues. 

 
 So from my perspective, the biggest issue is the complexity of managing a bank 

today. It’s just impossible. I mean, you have so many things you have to follow 
not only on the static perspective to be okay on day one but in the dynamic 
perspective. How do you move your businesses? How do you organize things? I 
mean, this is extremely, extremely complex. If you haven’t talked about the 
layer of compliance, that is very, very, very difficult, and again, prone to 
accident I suppose. 
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 You have the new products. I mean, how do you price them? This is a very fair 

question. Nobody really knows. And since the beginning people ignored. I mean, 
is it debt, is it the equity, is it a little bit of both? And you come out as you like. 
This rely on market mis-percepting the risk. I think this is not--so, we still don’t 
know. We’re still going down the road. 

 
 So, we have this kind of new dashboard, which we have to share now. Before, it 

was okay. You share it in France, with the Bank of France, now you share in 
English, in Frankfurt, so it’s a different story when you--so it’s more difficult. 

 
 And on top of that, not only it’s the CEO or the CFO perspective. You need to 

explain to all your teams and tell them what it is about. “Oh, why do you need 
to shut down this business? Why do you need to kind of reengineer this 
business itself?” This is extremely complex for a non-specialist. 

 
 So, again, we’re at just the very beginning and this would force a number of very 

tough and painful business decision. I worked quite extensively last year on 
correspondent banking, which is one of the very side effects of this. This is a 
business, which is not very rewarding, not very profitable but idle risk, so you 
just shut it down. And there are many businesses, which basically every 
individual decision doesn’t make a big difference but when the 20 large banks 
on earth make the same decision, then you wake up and say, “Oh my god, did 
we miss something?” So we cannot ignore the real economy when we do all this 
and I think it’s important to keep this in mind. 

 
 So living wills, I mean, I’ve driven the exercise for Société Générale. It’s a 

nightmare. It’s very complex. I mean, you have to explain to yourself, “Okay, 
what do I do if I die?” But that’s it. And you have like all these pages. You have 
to make sure it’s working. 

 
 So, I hope I was not “not credible.”  But it’s very complex. It has made the job of 

running a bank extremely bureaucratic and to a certain extent, it’s a big even 
question. Do we want banks to be utilities or not? That’s a big question and it’s 
not safe. So when I hear you, this is a subtitle or as a footnote. But, I mean, do 
we have to go that far or not? I don’t know. 

 
 So let me finish with that. It’s really as a business model of banks, which is not 

really discussed yet, and which is a big issue. The profitability, I mean, 
remember that 20%, 25% before the crisis, I don’t think there are any banks, 
which is really sustainable over 10%. This is a change of the crisis. 

 
 And so, how do you finance the economy with this type of instruments? What 

do you do? And there’s a big imbalance between the US and EU. I mean, as you 
know in the EU banks are much more dominant in the financing of the 
economy. So it raises a number of question in terms of sustaining growth in 
particular. 
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 If you add to this the rate of technology, if you add to this an uneven approach 
with a shadow banking, which you rightly underline, as a role of interest rates in 
the [inaudible 00:36:04] of today, which doesn’t provide any gasoline to kind of 
smooth the transition to their country. So we have to sync everyone to finance 
our economy on both sides of the Atlantic. We have to get the holistic vision. 
What do we want actually? Now, we have kind of put a Band-Aid and we’ve 
changed the system but we don’t really know which system we want to finance 
our economy. 

 
 I think the strategic discussion both at the macro level or the interbank level is 

still ahead of us. And more importantly as we said, we have not tested this at all. 
I mean, in some peculiar cases like in Austria, et cetera, but what will happen if 
we really have a Lehman again over a weekend? I have no idea. 

 
 So, I’ll be moving from “Too Big to Fail” to a “Too Complex to Succeed”? I don’t 

know. But what I’m sure is that it’s unlikely that after my great Peterson 
experience, I will go back to a bank. Thank you. 

 
Adam Posen: Bertrand, thank you so much. That was superb. I think people will be going back 

to the transcript of your remarks and pulling out nuggets to think about for 
some time, which allows me to make the point that not only is this whole event 
on the record and obviously President Kashkari’s speech being released onto 
after embargo by the Fed, we will have video and transcripts of all the 
discussions today up on the Peterson website and I assume link as well on the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis website. 

 
 So to continue the discussion, let me make a couple remarks if I could. I’m even 

hitting my stopwatch to make my living will credible. That I do not have the 
private sector background of either of my distinguished colleagues, so I’m 
coming at this as a bit of a policy wonk but maybe I can provide a little bit of a 
perspective. 

 
 I think both Neel and Bertrand sort of started this out with the right question for 

policy. Are we there yet? Have we done enough not to prevent the possibility of 
there ever being another crisis but have we done enough to materially reduce 
that probability on a sustained basis without overshooting and that of course is 
the power of bills, framework, to try to think of things in those terms. 

 
 And, another way of putting it to invoke some of Bertrand’s very mind or 

expand his religious imagery is what would it take for me to be saved? What do I 
need to profess? What creed do I need to adhere to? And, I think the point I 
would like to make is I want to echo and if possible reinforce three major doubts 
that were there yet. One of which was expressed by both Neel and Bertrand, 
one of which was expressed and a couple others were only expressed by one of 
them. 

 
 The first point is to say to pick up where Bertrand left off, which is we do have a 

tendency to talk as though the banking industry is an industry that not only 
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should be profitable, is viable and will go forward. There is a different way of 
looking at the crisis, which is that we had a fundamentally unprofitable industry 
in many ways that was juicing up profits through activities that were ill 
considered and through supervisory laxity. 

 
 And, this is a controversial point, my colleague, Bill Clyde for example strongly 

does not agree with this. But I think it is important to at least consider the fact 
that like the savings and loan crisis in the ’80s, like the Japanese banking crisis of 
the ’90s, you had almost no exit, you had a little bit of consolidation and you 
were essentially getting larger and larger institutions engaging in stranger and 
stranger activities to maintain the return on equity. 

 
 And, you can always turn around say, “Well, the analyst didn’t fear this, the 

returns were high.” But I think that that is a mistake and if you just go back and 
let’s think with common sense and picking up again on Bertrand, if you were 
having a return on equity of 25%, how could that possibly be sustainable? We 
saw financial sector growing and growing as a share of the economy in part 
because the growth of certain asset prices including real estate. But even there, 
that of course was also not sustainable as a central bank or that’s--Neel knows 
this very well. That’s a sort of judgment one occasion he has to make. 

 
 So there’s something wrong, there was something very wrong. And, a large 

number of previous financial crisis even arguably the pre-crisis in the sense of 
’07 that Bertrand experienced in France or what we saw in Spain were because 
you had banks grasping reaching for yield in ways that were not sustainable. 

 
 Does “Too Big to Fail” really address that? Yes, no, not clear. I think this leads 

into my second point and this is not meant to be unfair bait and switch either to 
my colleagues who spoke or the audience. It is legitimate to ask how much “Too 
Big to Fail” is the core issue of financial stability. Obviously, by the effort that 
we’re putting in, the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis is putting in, many 
others are putting in, we have a book forthcoming this fall by our colleague 
Morris Goldstein on this topic as well. 

 
 The stability of banks is crucially important and there is an argument that at 

least size, if not capital is crucial to this. But I think it is worth remembering a 
couple things when one takes an international perspective. There were a lot of 
countries in Europe for example and the problem was in the small banks, not in 
the big banks. So if we think of the caches in Spain, we think of--in Japan, it was 
mostly the small banks. There were of course examples in the other direction. 
There were commerce bank and Dresdner Bank in Germany. There were RBS 
and Barclays in the UK. But just a way of saying size may not be a sufficient 
statistic. 

 
 Now, in a sense that becomes moot if as Bertrand and I think Douglas Elliott 

raises as well, if essentially the same capital requirements except for this little 
sharp optic for the G-SIFIs are imposed by markets and regulators across the 
spectrum if everybody sort of forced up. It’s interesting then maybe this is all 
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moot. We don’t need to do it or maybe it’s even politically wise. One can babble 
about the large banks and then use that to clean up the rest of the financial 
system or make more resilient as well. 

 
 But I think we should at least be a little cautious. I think there are some 

information here in the fact that it’s not simply a function of size. I mentioned 
this in part at the first symposium Fed Minneapolis and forgive me for repeating 
it but particularly when we think about the political channel of “Too Big to Fail” 
that that clearly is an important part of the story that we’re all worried about or 
at least most of us are. But that we have seen whether with the US savings and 
loan and other crises with the Sparkasse in Germany with various other entities 
that’s well organized groups or small banks can be politically too strong. No 
disrespect to various guests of ours over here today. 

 
 Or alternatively, they can be locally strong, which is more of the story in 

Germany that a Sparkasse becomes incredibly important to a local region, a 
local government and in fact we’re sort of seeing the same thing in China right 
now. 

 
 So, I think it’s important to think about “Too Big to Fail” but it’s important also 

to recognize the underlying reality that size is not a sufficient statistic for 
stability and that is not the only source of either political distortion or financial 
distortion. Again, if it turns out that capital is the key and we largely get 
everybody on the same capital basis, maybe it’s moot. But analytically, it’s 
worth thinking about. 

 
 Third, picking up on something both our colleagues just said, which I think is 

crucial and I’ve been saying for a couple of years but presumably with less 
credibility than either of them is the complexity issue. I think that this is to me 
the biggest distinction of the “Too Big to Fail” banks or the very large 
complicated financial institutions. It is a trope now of the corporate governance 
literature, as well as stock markets at least in the US, that conglomerates don’t 
do very well, that you get better performance if you have a clear line of business 
and your business can be understood by the shareholders and others. 

 
 I think at a minimum, and Doug Elliott and I have thought about this in the past, 

but I think the evidence is pretty clear. Any claims of great efficiency gains from 
universal banking or economies of scale are at best overstated and possibly 
nonexistent. We have not been able to find that after decades of people both 
for intellectual reasons and self-interest of reasons trying to find that. 

 
 We have not seen so-called universal banks in Europe or elsewhere show any 

greater signs of stability. It is very interesting for example Bill scatter plot earlier 
this morning from his paper showing that, well, the extent of seeming risk taking 
behavior doesn’t seem to be particularly confined to the big banks. I think that’s 
entirely fair. I mean, that’s the data and I trust Bill on the data. 
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 But the other way of interpreting that is of course that the big banks are not in 
some sense less risky either because they’re able to spread across a variety of 
activities or the size and scale of their balance sheet. And we know from both 
supervisory perspective and corporate governance perspective that the largest 
G-SIFIs really are incredibly complex organizations as Bertrand give us some very 
visceral instances. 

 
 And so, I think if nothing else, there may be an argument for reducing size at 

least in the sense of complexity. And, when you start talking about Volker rule 
type things, breaking up or separating parts of banks, that I think is an argument 
that still is out there remains to be made irrespective of what you think of the 
capital cost trade off. 

 
 Let me make a final two points. The first is picking up again on what is it we 

should care about besides “Too Big to Fail”. I think the biggest lesson of the 
financial crisis, analytically has to be that not all lending institutions or 
investments are the same. In a simple sense, our colleague, our distinguished 
colleague Olivier Blanchard just reissued his textbook for Intermediate 
Microeconomics and the big step forward he said of lessons from the crisis is 
you have two interest rates. It’s not everything gets priced off of one Federal 
Reserve rate at the short end of the yield curve.  

 
 I think putting it more realistically, what happens most of the time, the only 

reason that financial institutions should be making any kind of supernormal 
profits is because they have to do loan assessment or investment assessment of 
things about which there is imperfect information and there is risk. Otherwise, 
there’s no reason for them to be making profit. But if that is the case, then by 
definition, assets do not easily substitute for one another and you cannot simply 
play games with risk-weighted capital to make up for that. 

 
 This is also my concern and I think there are people more sophisticated than I 

who can defeat this argument including our friends Admati and Hellwig. But I 
remain troubled when I looked back at the Swedish financial crisis and the 
Canadian financial crisis and the Japanese financial crisis of the ’90s, all of those 
institutions were well above the capital standards of the time until the crisis hit. 

 
 That capital is to some degree endogenous to the sky being blue and the path to 

heaven being clear or as I put it differently, it is like a bank run. If anybody has 
to ask you how much capital you have, then you’re in trouble. It’s only enough 
capital if no one ever has to ask you. In a sense, that’s what Bertrand was talking 
about. 

 
 And so, I do worry that we may be putting too much faith in this and therefore I 

completely agree with the statements made by Neel and by Bertrand that TLAC 
and living wills and resolution are a terrible mistake. That the cocos and the bail-
in securities will not work. They will feed problems. I believe our colleague 
Simon Johnson has written about this, Avinash Persaud who was with us has 
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written about this. It’s not going to save us. That’s my stopwatch, which I don’t 
know how to turn off. 

 
 So, in conclusion, I think we’re not there yet, not for lack of trying by the Federal 

Reserve, by other supervisors and regulators, by the FSB. But I do think that 
there is a huge cost to being too narrowly on capital even if we are correct to 
think hard about what’s the right level. And, one thing which we did not discuss 
today, which is beyond today’s discussion but I think is important is when we 
talk about overregulation. The key has to be for the so-called shadow banks but 
also for things like insurance companies and pension funds, how much they are 
getting caught up in these notions of capital and short-term liquidity that may 
be appropriate for banks and are completely inappropriate for long-term 
investors. But that’s a symposium for another day. 

 
 Thank you very much. I’m now going to open up the questions from the floor. 
 
 Before I do so, I should give Neel the opportunity of reply to anything that I or 

Bertrand said that he would like to clarify or pick up on. 
 
Neel Kashkari: First of all, thank you Adam and Bertrand for being here for co-hosting this. I 

welcome your comments, so I’m happy to turn it over to the audience. 
 
Adam Posen: Thank you very much. So, again, this is on the record, we turn to you. There is a 

roving mic in Christopher’s hands upfront. There’s a standing mic for the use of 
people at the back. Please raise your hand or go to the mic and then be 
recognized, please. Oh, and please do identify yourself. 

 
Kyle Hauptman: Hi there, Kyle Hauptman, Main Street Growth Project. I have a question about 

the bankruptcy reform chapter 14 or something like it. One thing everybody 
came out of town like Neel, you probably flew on an airline that’s gone through 
bankruptcy, most of them have at least once. And, I’m reminded of 2008 when 
the government let Lehman fail was a big downside surprise and there was that 
joke, “Man, who’s Lehman’s lobbyist?” And that shows you everything wrong 
with a government-run, political appointee process. 

 
 And, I’m reminded of ‘08 when Lehman failed, it reminded me of baseball when 

the two guys let the ball drop between them. The government said, “Lehman, 
you got to figure that yourself.” Lehman thought worst case, they’re going to 
have what Bear Stearns did, kind of a shotgun wedding. 

 
 And, that’s one of the reasons I believe they turned down their last minute 

August ‘08 equity investor Korean Development Bank, that was their white 
knight, I think they would have taken that deal if they knew they had a 
bankruptcy option on the table. Either the chapter seven that they went 
through, which was not what we wanted but what every other industry has. If 
they had a restructuring tool, the right people would have been involved here: 
shareholders, creditors instead of just government. 
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 So, can I ask you to discuss the efficacy of a chapter 14-like process if we’d have 
it in a way and everybody knew that was on the table? 

 
Neel Kashkari: So, I’m sympathetic to your view. The concern that I have is, unfortunately, the 

complexity that we saw of banks is much higher than the complexity of even to 
our biggest manufacturers and you saw the carnage that the Lehman failure 
created in financial markets not just in the US but around the world. 

 
 And, in the ’08 crisis, it wasn’t simply one bank running into trouble while the 

system was otherwise stable. It was many large banks in trouble at the same 
time and people didn’t know who was safe and who wasn’t. So when we think 
about things like--I look at the bankruptcy option whether it’s chapter 14 or 
something different, it’s not that different than resolution and what they’re 
trying to achieve in resolution is trying to provide order to chaos. 

 
 Order can be achieved in chaos in my mind if it’s one bank. Everyone is 

confident that it’s one bank and there’s no panic of it running to all these other 
institutions. So whether you do it through bankruptcy or you do it through very 
some sophisticated resolution mechanism, I think it has the potential to work. 

 
 My big concern is that if you are a bondholder of bank X and bank Y just went 

into bankruptcy or just went into resolution, and the bondholders there got 
haircut, how do you feel? You think, “Oh my gosh, I might be next. I’m going to 
panic. I need to get out of this situation.” And so, it’s that contagion effect that 
makes banking different than other institutions and makes this so hard to solve. 
And so, I mean, I’d love to get there but I haven’t seen it yet. 

 
Bertrand Badré: If I--can I just add something? 
 
Adam Posen: Wait. 
 
Bertrand Badré: Little--okay, yeah. 
 
Male Speaker: Yeah. 
 
Bertrand Badré: Just to add, as I said, I vividly remember that the--and I remember I did a lot of 

restructuring at Lazard. In particular, these are restructuring of [inaudible 
00:54:28] to there, which was at that time the largest ever restructuring. And 
so, the CEO of Crédit Agricole called me on the 15th, Sunday afternoon, I think it 
was the 15th of September to say Bertrand what is it in chapter 11 for Lehman. I 
said, “Well, I’m not sure I know because I mean, it’s the industrial company, 
manufacturing company. You had $600 billion of debt at Lehman.” I told him, “I 
really have no clue.” He said, “Okay Bertrand, let’s meet at 5 a.m. tomorrow 
morning and we go like this until it’s over.” 

 
 And what was difficult exactly is it was a systemic thing. Every morning, we have 

to make a decision and that’s really--this kind of “Too Big to Fail”. We are an 
environment--you had rumors spreading on Citi on city let’s say on Monday or 
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Tuesday, so you are the decision making body at Crédit Agricole. Like in any 
other banks, “Okay, do we continue to trade with Citi?” And the answer is, 
“Well, probably not.” And then you say, “Well, but you know, you cannot really 
be killing them but you don’t want to be the last if we kind of remove the 
ladder.” So it’s awful. I mean, it’s really game theory. 

 
 And then you say, “Okay, that’s it. Do not deal.” And you have no intermediate 

position, so you send all the do not deals. So, all traders all over the world stop 
trading with Citi or whatever name. I don’t want to target Citi in particular. 

 
 And then immediately, 15 minutes later, you have a call from the CEO of Citi, 

Bertrand, it must be a misunderstanding. I understand your trader don’t deal 
with us anymore what’s happening? And that has been exactly what happened 
and you don’t know how to handle this until it’s solved the next weekend. I 
know that it was just a rumor, everything is okay, or where has government 
took over like with Dexia and others. 

 
 So that was really a very, very difficult thing and that’s exactly the point. It’s not 

complex. It’s very straightforward decision. You do or you don’t and how do you 
make it happen. 

 
Adam Posen: Thank you. That’s very helpful. At the rear mic, please. 
 
Stuart Rosenblatt: Yes, can you hear me? 
 
Male Speaker: Yeah. 
 
Adam Posen: Yup. 
 
Stuart Rosenblatt: Stuart Rosenblatt, work with EIR News. I liked Adam’s remarks. I liked all the 

remarks but I thought Adam’s remarks were good in just simply going through 
how none of these proposals really are going to cut the mustard, TLAC, bail-in 
and all sorts of things. 

 
 Well, I just want to reiterate this question. For 66 years, Glass-Steagall worked. 

It worked. And it was the repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999 that led to the 
creation of the universal bank model that--or led to its expansion into the 
United States that you said frankly doesn’t get you anywhere and created this 
massive pile of bad paper. You’re concentrated in housing but really reticulated 
through the entire system. 

 
 Were there again nothing has been resolved from 2008, ’09, ’10, call it what you 

will that simply the location of where the bad paper is is changed. Now, it’s in 
stock market. The Wall Street Journal did an article a couple of weeks ago, 1500 
biggest companies in the United States are simply borrowing money to buy their 
own stock, that’s all they’re doing, that’s at least a big part of the new bubble 
that’s going to go. There are two bills in the Congress right now. 
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 There is a debate in the democratic presidential campaign to restore Glass-
Steagall. My question again is break these banks up by structurally and that 
does get at the complexity problem also, very elegant, has a track record of 66 
years. 

 
Adam Posen: Neel, Bertrand, then I’ll put in one optimistic change. 
 
Neel Kashkari: Sure. So I’m not opposed to reinstituting Glass-Steagall. I agree with some of the 

benefits that you’ve said. It will simplify the institution. It will have an effect on 
size. And I also don’t want to design regulations just about the last crisis. It’s like 
defeating the next terrorist. We tend to focus on the most recent one. But it 
doesn’t mean we can ignore the most recent crisis. 

 
 And so, if I look at the root cause of the ’08 crisis, it was about bad lending. It 

was all of us participating in the nationwide delusion that home prices only go 
up, banks, commercial banks and investment banks made bad loans, borrowers 
took out loans, they shouldn’t have taken out. And to me, when I think about 
the ’08 crisis narrowly, it isn’t obvious to me that a Glass-Steagall had been in 
place at the time. It would have changed much. 

 
 And so, I’m not opposed to it. I don’t think it’s a bad step but I don’t think by 

itself is a complete solution of a “Too Big to Fail” problem. 
 
Adam Posen: Bertrand, do you want to? 
 
Bertrand Badré: Yes. First of all, as we might know, we didn’t have any Glass-Steagall in Europe 

and it worked as well for 60 whatever years. So, I think it’s a very interesting 
conversation. We had this conversation when we had this discussion led by Earl 
Kelican at the European level or the Vickers conversation in the UK, which are 
more or less about the separation of retail and CIB business. 

 
 I’m still unclear on that. To be honest, I’m not totally irresistibly attracted into 

separating things because when you look back and maybe when you look 
forward, you have cases where business models were very simple. I mean, 
Northern Rock or Dexia It was very simple. Plus you don’t have to do anything 
and you have a very complex institution, which have navigated well. 

 
 So, one of the issue, which we looked at when we were questioned by the 

[inaudible 00:59:40] people, we say, “Okay, if we separate retail bank and CIB, 
then the retail bank will get the highest rating and will continue okay but the CIB 
will lose its rating.” So basically, it will lose its market capacity and then it’s 
going to be even better for the Americans to be very straightforward. I mean, 
one of the very interesting outcome of this crisis and then we’ll take my 
European hat, that the investment banking business from the US is more 
dominant today than it was before the crisis that they started. 

 
 So, if we want to maintain some European capacity in this very important and 

strategic activities, this is also part of the reasoning. That to my point, after we 
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take a holistic approach, how do we want to finance the American economy, or 
do we want to finance the European economy, what type of players within the 
banking system, within the shadow banking system and within all system? And 
we haven’t seen--we have those things that we spent enough time to think 
about this big perspective. And for me, more than Glass-Steagall et cetera, it’s 
really about the quality of supervision, the quality of governance. 

 
 Again, if people lose their job, you can make a real difference. I mean, the real 

issue with that, Northern Rock or RBS were not regulated, neither was really 
Dexia. Dexia actually had a tripartite agreement between Belgium, Luxembourg 
and France. And of course, when it collapsed, it was no longer French but 
Belgium by definition, but it didn’t really work. 

 
 So that was the complexity. You will craft a very nice agreement where 

everything is scanned into paper but when you have the crisis, you have to 
decide in two days. You don’t read the 150 pages of the MoU. You go straight to 
the solution. 

 
 So that’s typically the type of solution we need to address being simple in the 

supervision and credible in the supervision, and make sure the board and the 
regulatory--I mean--and the governance bodies know what they’re talking 
about. 

 
Adam Posen: Just again, thank you for your encouraging us in this direction. Let me just give a 

slightly different perspective. It’s actually a little more optimistic. I take a lot of 
what these guys said. 

 
 Some work I have done that’s supported by the Sloan Foundation, disclaimer, 

it’s not the Sloan Foundation, it’s just me, but I’m grateful for the support, 
indicates that where and what kind of bubble it is and where it is in the system 
matters a lot. The real estate bubbles are really much worse than equity 
bubbles for example. 

 
 I mean, this has actually been true for a long time and there’s a bunch of 

reasons political economy, as well as structural about why that’s true. And so, 
while again, I’m similar to Neel even more so. I think that there is a real 
argument for separating out retail and that gets us into the question Bertrand 
raised of how much of a utility you want to treat the banking as. 

 
 But I do want to say the one place where I think the Fed and the FSB, and the 

European supervisors have done something right perhaps inadvertently because 
they seemed to not like it now is driving a lot of activity out of the formal 
banking system into what they call shadow banking. I don’t feel that necessarily 
as bad because if they’re not part of the official safety net, I’m less worried 
about the bail-out risks. And, sometimes they’ll fail and it won’t hurt that much 
and there is a record of hedge funds failing without blowing things up. 
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 Again, I like my colleagues. I want to be a bit humble here. I don’t know what 
the answer is, but I do think maybe Glass-Steagall isn’t the right way to divide it 
but I think you’re right. We have to think in terms of structural breaks. 

 
Stuart Rosenblatt: Thanks. 
 
Adam Posen: The lady right there, please. 
 
Barbara Opper: My name is Barbara Opper and I was a Federal Reserve Board Economist in 

Financial Policy at the World Bank. A couple of things, one is, no one has used 
the word payment system and that’s a really important dividing point in thinking 
about the impact of failures of firms on the economy and on the distribution of 
that risk within the economy. So, I think we can’t be simpleminded about 
thinking about one failure versus another without that.  

 
 Another point if I can, in the United States, we had three financial crises in the 

20th century: 1907, 1929 and this one. If you’ll look at the three official reports 
about the causes and distributional effects of those crises, it is all the same. And 
one of the things that recurs is the combination of investment banking with the 
deposit taking function of the commercial banking system. Again, it’s because of 
the impact on the payment system and it’s because of the maldistribution of 
risk because when the two are combined, the investment banking function 
when it is profitable earns great rewards for those participants. And when it is 
not profitable, it’s as Louis Brandeis said, they use other people’s money to 
cover the losses. 

 
 And so, whether it’s called Glass-Steagall or not, I think it’s important to 

understand that those two functions really are not compatible within the same 
corporate structure because we have three now--crises in the United States. All 
three of the official reports point among many things, point to that 
combination. 

 
Adam Posen: I’ll buy a little time for Neel and Bertrand if they want to reply. I think on the 

payment system that I just want to say, that is a general and generic problem of 
these discussions that as you all know from your Federal Reserve experience, as 
well as elsewhere that bank supervision regulation and monitoring policy gets 
separated and payment system is separated down three floors treated as 
plumbing. 

 
 And, there are some serious people and I’m sure my colleague Ted Truman will 

tell me on various Basel committees he served about payment system and it 
does matter a lot but it doesn’t quite get integrated in. My concern on the 
payment system front relates to something Bertrand and others were raising, 
which is if there is a lot of financial innovation on payment systems as we’re 
now seeing. 

 
 Even more than was the case before the crises, there’s pressures on essentially 

disintermediating banks or a lot of competition for banks in that way, that is 
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potentially very good for financial inclusion efficiency is potentially extremely 
disruptive in the short-term. Our colleague Simon Johnson with his MIT had on 
is doing some work on this, a Visiting Fellow Martin Trust Center is doing some 
work on this. This is very serious issues and ideally, people will look at the 
financial stability aspects of these innovations, as well as the efficiency but I 
don’t know if you all. 

 
Neel Kashkari: If anything I’ll just say going back to the ’08 crisis, again, I’m not opposed to--I 

don’t have a religious opposition to bringing Glass-Steagall back but just think 
about securitization as one example. So securitization, I think most people 
would agree was taken to an excess, leading up to the crisis. Mortgage-backed 
securities becoming CDOs, becoming CDO squared as an example. 

 
 And so, how does that work just conceptually? Picture your big universal bank, 

you’ve got your lenders, originating the loans on one side of the bank, then they 
pass those over to the securitization guys, the investment banking side, they 
package it up and then they sell it off to unknowing investors around the world. 
Those banks got into big trouble in part because they got stuck holding some of 
that before they were able to push it out the door. 

 
 So imagine how you separate it. I’m not sure that much changes because those 

securitization arms of the banks weren’t just taking their own loans from their 
own originators, they’re also taking it from other banks that were originating 
loans to pure play lenders, the pure play commercial banks or the pure play 
retail banks and also packaging it up and selling it out. 

 
 And so, putting that big dividing line at least in that one case, I’m not sure that it 

changes very much. Maybe they are more willing to package their own 
originating loans than they were to loan takeoff from someone else but that 
isn’t clear to me. 

 
Adam Posen: We have time for one more question. This audience surely cannot be satiated. 

Yes, Chris, sorry, if we could get the mic over here, please. Sorry. 
 
Male Speaker:  [inaudible 01:08:04] I’ll ask an international aspect of this question, which 

Bertrand brought up and we run into all the time and I think it was in some way 
as a major accelerant of the run, of the race to the regulatory bottom globally. 
And that was the observation, look where we are now. The American banks 
have eaten our lunch, the American investment banks not that they technically 
exist anymore, they’re bank holding companies, writing high big fees, doing all 
the global business and what are we left within Europe, and I was actually just 
over in Europe in both in the city and on the continent, and you hear that all the 
time. 

 
Bertrand Badré: It seemed together, right? 
 
Male Speaker: Yeah, they stay together. But this kind of national champions of viewing banking 

institutions, I mean, the governments and the regulators have to national 
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champions for them. And then, the industry being experts at playing 
policymakers, elected officials and regulators off against each other across the 
Atlantic also now with Asia and elsewhere, it was really an insidious effect that 
really did accelerate a race to the regulatory bottom globally pre-crisis. And 
those same words were in the same actions and the same thinking, we’re seeing 
happening over again. 

 
 And in here, where all the banks are saying, “Oh my gosh, the Europeans are 

going to come to eat our lunch.” And he can’t do that. It’s going to hurt us 
competitively. You go over there and they’re saying, “Oh, those big bad 
Americans are going to eat our lunch. We’ve got to lower the regulations and 
capital is killing us here and liquidity is killing us there.” And then over in Asia, 
they’re saying and I don’t want to malign the whole area but there’s plenty of 
places saying, “Come on over, the water is great. We’re going to go down here.” 

 
 And so, how is it that when you think through these issues of “Too Big to Fail” 

because you live globally and die locally, how is it that you really--and I agree, 
shorthand for too big, too leverage, too complex, too inter-connected. It’s not a 
size issue alone and nobody thinks it is. It’s a shorthand. How is it that you deal 
with it, you’re trying to deal with it locally recognizing they live globally and then 
die locally? 

 
Adam Posen: Thank you very much Edison, you’re right. Not only because it’s PIE but because 

it’s important. The international regulatory arbitrage is a huge issue. 
 
 Let me suggest that Bertrand reply first, I’ll say something and then our 

distinguished guest gets the last word. So, Bertrand. 
 
Bertrand Badré: Yeah, just--and those are very precise memory and I’ll come back to your point. I 

met--so Crédit Agricole was the large counterpart into most American banks. 
We were one of the largest by size in Europe so we have a lot of connections. So 
usually when the big guys from Wall Street came to Europe, they pay a visit to 
me because I was a good client. It was very interesting towards this 
conversation. 

 
 And one of them, one of the largest bank holding company as of today, to me 

there was a difference. The US is bigger than France and France is bigger than 
Switzerland and Switzerland is bigger than Ireland and Ireland is bigger than 
Luxembourg or whatever. So, it’s not more that we are bigger and you should 
shut up. I mean, that was kind of--it’s probably exactly that exist. Actually, I’m 
not sure and even making it up. 

 
 So, that’s part of this reasoning. So we are the big guys and you’re smaller and 

smaller, and smaller. And so, if the Irish are paying high prices, it’s because we 
repay over their grade. That’s--and then I say, “What about the Chinese?” and 
they didn’t laugh. 
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 But it’s--but then, the point is exactly for me is a critical issue because this is 
something which is very local because like in many industry, I don’t think that’s 
national champions but it’s an industry which has a very specific attraction to--
because it’s a different industry. I mean, it’s important to the economy, et 
cetera and it’s very global and you cannot ignore both. 

 
 And that’s a tension even within the single supervisory mechanism and the 

banking union, people are struggling to say, “Okay, we should harmonize the 
whole thing.” And then, but you know, bank insurance in France is different 
than the Sparkasse in Germany, et cetera. I don’t know. I mean, I perfectly know 
that we need to move to something where there is more level playing field that 
we avoid the regulatory arbitrage, et cetera. I think we’ve made some progress. 

 
 Actually, the fact that these discussions are happening at the global level, that 

we use certain terms even if we don’t have the same accounting system, even 
there are still discussion under risk weighted assets measurement, et cetera, we 
are making progress, we are not there yet and that’s where we want the social 
fragility going forward. 

 
 So we should not let the effort go but we should be aware that these efforts 

needs to be continued and it will take years. There is no magic there. There is no 
magic because the local, the regional vested interest are extremely important 
and largely legitimate actually. So I don’t have a silver bullet but I think it’s a 
critical area and that’s--when I say we have to sync the system, I really mean it. 
For the time being, we have repaired the system, kind of repaired the system, 
not totally as we have discussed but we haven’t solved the system. 

 
Adam Posen: Just a couple points, on this, I’m actually--I am less more concerned and lees 

sympathetic in some sense than Bertrand. I view the sort of national champions 
fixation, which we’ve heard, let’s be very clear, from US supervisors and 
advocates as well. It’s not just the European thing. It’s not even just a French 
thing. That wasn’t true. 

 
 That this is at least as disruptive in the financial sectors it would be in any other 

industry. If anything, the specialness of finance makes it worst rather than 
better because of what you’ve said that you die at home and our colleague 
Nicolas Véron again deserves credit because he’s been on top of this in terms of 
how national self--badly defined in my opinion, self-interest is like preventing 
clean up in Italy that would require cross border consolidation and things like 
that. 

 
 There is to some degree a limit on this, which we’ve already seen in that 

whether it was India or the UK. If you’re a bank supervisor at some point, you 
say, “I don’t care what your so-called holding company is or your structure.” You 
have enough capital for my market in my market. I mean, that is what we in the 
UK and Bank of England did to Santander. That’s what the Indians did in the 
crisis to other banks. I mean, that’s the way it goes. In the end, you say, “You’re 
not going to get to pull money out of my country back home to your 
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headquarter country if you want to stay here.” So, it may be some actual for 
maybe not the most idealistic reasons with some limit on this. 

 
 The final thing I would say is I do worry a lot about race to the bottom still. And 

as I mentioned the other day, this to me is one of the underplayed risks of 
Brexit. I think if the British as much as we may not love EU bank supervision or 
bank regulation, I think if the British are out and they have a recession and 
they’re desperate, and they’re nationalist and they’re anti-regulation, the 
quickest fix is going to be, “Okay, what do we need to take to have you not lose 
any more employment in the city? What do we need to give you to become the 
trading center?” And that’s going to be even worse if as Nicolas and I, and many 
others have pointed out a large amount of straight up investment banking does 
move to the continent as a result of Brexit because it’s about local deals in 
Europe, and we saw what happened with AIG Financial Products in London. 

 
 So, I do worry about that quite a bit. Neel. 
 
Neel Kashkari: It’s a very real concern. When I first went to Treasury in ‘06, I mentioned that 

we were out there looking for organized--next crisis would come from. Really 
I’ve been here doing--we were working on capital markets competitiveness 
because all the rage in 2006 was that the US capital markets were overregulated 
and we’re losing out to Europe and losing out to Asia. That’s what the world -- 
that was a conventional wisdom, really smart policy people were writing a lot of 
papers on how overregulated the US capital markets around 2006. 

 
 We have to focus on control and my view is if we can actually address “Too Big 

to Fail” in the United States and demonstrate that we can do it simply, credibly 
and we can still have a robust economy, maybe we can then show the rest of 
the world, “Hey, there’s a path for you as well.” 

 
 And it’s very real. I joke, but in his annual shareholder letter--my mic is not 

working well? 
 
Male Speaker: Yes. 
 
Neel Kashkari: Thanks. In his annual shareholder letter this year, the CEO of JP Morgan, Jamie 

Dimon, at the very end of his letter, he was pushing against some of the “Too 
Big to Fail” commentary that’s taking place nowadays and he utilize the ultimate 
scare tactic. He said the Chinese are going to take over. He said that it’s not just 
that US banks are going to lose out to Europe, we’re going to lose to Chinese 
banks, heaven forbid. 

 
 And so, we can’t allow this type of scared tactics to immobilize us. We can’t let 

the perfect be the enemy of the good. If we can come up with a plan that is 
credible and that will work for the US, maintain a robust economy, strong 
economic growth innovation, without exposing our citizens to huge downside 
risk, I mean, one of the earlier--in the earlier panel, your question was spot-on. I 
mean, the cost to society of major financial crises are extraordinary far beyond 
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what shows up in the data. I think we can show the world that there is a better 
path forward. 

 
Adam Posen: Fantastic. That’s a great note to end on. Thank you very much. 
 
 My thanks again to Bill Clyde and Ron Feldman from Federal Reserve Bank of 

Minneapolis, Bill Clyde from Peterson Institute who were the point people on 
organizing this, to Bertrand Badré who gave us a unique set of insights. 

 
 

 
 


